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In the 
comfort  
of home





It’s time to see bbbbeennnneeeeaaaatttthhhhh ttttthhhhhhheeeee sssssuuuuurrrrfffffaaaacccceeee.

September 8–10, 2013

http://www.mayo.edu/transform/
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EDITOR’S NOTE

The biography of the last three years of 
my late father-in-law’s life reads like a 
textbook for geriatricians. The story 

begins with a vital 87-year-old rushing
down the stairs to answer the door, miss-
ing a step, falling and tearing his quad-
riceps tendon. Following surgical repair 
and a full-length leg cast, his next chapter
involved a move to a local transitional care
unit. Living 400 miles away, we attempted
to follow his progress by speaking to him
on the phone and searching for staff at the
TCU who could give us an update. When
he started talking gibberish and the nurs-
ing staff didn’t seem to acknowledge the
change, we traveled to Chicago to see for
ourselves. We found a confused Stanley 
with a large buttock ulcer above his cast. A
phone call to his primary care doctor led
to his admission to the hospital, where just
weeks earlier he had worked as a volunteer
in the emergency room.

The next months saw a set of illness 
dominos falling in turn—MRSA wound 
and blood infection, urinary tract infec-
tion and Clostridium difficile (C. diff) coli-ff
tis. Despite these setbacks, he rallied and
worked his way up the health care facili-
ties ladder—hospital to acute care rehab,
acute care rehab to a different TCU, and 
then a move to a Minnesota TCU where
we could more closely follow his progress.
Yet more dominos were to fall—recurrent 
C. diff, aspiration pneumonia, a TURP to 
relieve obstruction and stop the urinary 
tract infections, and deep vein throm-
bosis. After a stay at his fourth TCU, he
finally came home to live with us and then,
miraculously, he became well enough to
settle into an apartment at a nearby senior
residence.

For the next three years, he enjoyed the 
camaraderie of his new circle of friends,
getting to know his two great-grandchil-
dren and entertaining all he met with his 
earthy wit. Yet these years were blemished 
by a few more falls and worsening of his
asthma. His final chapter entailed more
falls, decline of his lung function and a
final episode of aspiration. He had made
his DNR opinions clear long ago, so when 
his breathing became dire he asked for his
family and a chaplain. We were at his bed-
side to see his last breath.

The motifs in this tale are familiar to 
anyone who has cared for the elderly. Falls
are the dread disease of the aged, as diffi-
cult to prevent as the common cold and as
deadly as a virulent cancer. Frailty can be
a creeping ailment or it can accelerate with
the onslaught of any disease. Infectious
disease is an opportunistic bully, hitting
the elderly when they’re down. Multiple
diseases in an older patient don’t add to
their problems, they multiply them.

Concerned family or friends are irre-
placeable cogs in the care of seniors. DNR 
decisions made before dying breaths ease
the dilemmas of the final days. Our health
care delivery system is at its most fallible
when it confronts the medical problems of 
the elderly.

Tales such as Stanley’s hold lessons for
all medical practitioners, and I learned a
lot of medicine caring for my father-in-
law. Instead of seeing a patient for 15 min-
utes in the exam room, I saw his final days
unfold hour by hour. It was an education
and a privilege. MM

Our health care 
delivery system is 
at its most fallible 
when it confronts 

the medical 
problems of the 

elderly.

Charles Meyer can be reached at  
meyer073@umn.edu.

Charles R. Meyer, M.D., Editor in Chief

The final chapters
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This is how Dr. Eubanks  
got paid for Meaningful Use. 

A fter practicing medicine 35 years, Dr. Reavis Eubanks knew it was time 
for an EHR. As a solo physician, he needed an easy transition and an  

effective way to begin earning up to $44,000 in Medicare incentive payments.

athenahealth helped Dr. Eubanks go from paper to payment in just six months.
With guidance every step of the way and proven, cloud-based services.

  Best in KLAS EHR*   Seamless clinical work ow
  Free coaching and attestation   Guaranteed Medicare payments**  

85% of eligible athenhealth providers attested to Stage 1 Meaningful Use. 
And we’re ready for Stage 2. 

*ambulatory segment for practices with 11-75 physicians
** f you don t receive the Federal Stimulus reimbursement dollars for the rst year you ualify, we will 
credit you 100% of your EHR service fees for up to six months until you do. This offer applies to HITECH 
Act Medicare reimbursement payments only. Additional terms, conditions, and limitations apply.

“When it comes to 

Meaningful Use, 

athenahealth did  

all the legwork… 

and then they 

made it easy for 

me to do.”

–Dr. Reavis Eubanks

Visit www.athenahealth.com/MM or call 800.981.5085

Cloud-based practice management,  
EHR and care coordination services
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LETTERS   FROM THE INBOX

Physicians need to speak outk
about gunt  control

I am writing this six daysx  after the horrific killings in Connecticut.
Because of myf  pasty  involvement in forensic pathology, I have a
very cleary  mental picture of whatf  happened to those children and
adults. Can any rationaly  adult argue that there is a cogent reason
why gunsy  created only fory  the purpose of killingf  many peopley  in a
short time are legal?

Do not let misguided arguments about personal rights take
precedence over the rights of childrenf  to attend school without
becoming homicide victims. Picture your favorite first grader in
the morgue with multiple gunshot wounds and then think whatk
message you want to convey toy  lawmakers. Please, fellow physi-w
cians, speak outk  boldly asy  advocates for gun control.

LISA LUND, M.D.
NORTH CENTRAL PATHOLOGY, P.A.
ST. CLOUD

Editor’s response
The Minnesota Medical Associationl  has a number ofr policiesf  related
to firearms. They arey  listed ind  the MMA’s policy compendium,y  which
is online. Go to www.mnmed.org andg lookd under Publicationsr  for
“MMA Policy.” The”  document ist  a searchable PDF.

Physicians wishing tog  dialogue about thist  and otherd  issuesr  may
do so on these pages or onr  the MMA’s Facebook page.

Paula Schwartz Au.D. Courtney Sterk Au.D.kJason Leyendecker Au.D.

As a physician with hearing loss since childhood, I 
have used a number of audiology services. None 
has been more competent, friendly and had a 
home-like atmosphere than the office of 
Audiology Concepts. Her office treats me the way 
I would hope my own office treats my patients. 

- Dr. James Rhode, Edina Family Physicians

What’s on your mind?r
A current event? Health care reform? An
article you’ve read in a recent issue? A problem
in your practice? Send your thoughts to:

Minnesota Medicine letters
1300 Godward Street NE
Suite 2500
Minneapolis, MN 55413

or email them to cpeota@mnmed.org.

We want tot  hear fromr  you!
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Promoting a lifetime of outstanding professional practice

Minnesota Medicine is a leader inr
providing timely andy  informative articles
about the current state of medicinef  in
Minnesota and the nation. It consistentlyy
delivers interesting and pertinent insightss
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PULSE   BRIEF ITEMS OF INTEREST

Cost of careCost of care
Four out of five people will need some form of care as
they age. The average cost of care is now $48,000 per year. 
Of course, that cost depends greatly on the type of sup-
port needed.

The following are average annual costs in Minnesota.

Care center
Single room = $85,534
Shared room = $76,716

Assisted living
 $37,632

Home health
 $57,772 (assuming 44 hours per week)

Source: Genworth 2012

No, it’s not a 
recording device
BY KIM KISER

Vicki Anderson, an audiologist with HealthPartners, was struck 
by a story told to her by one of her patients. The woman wore
hearing aids and a device that looked like an iPod around her 
neck. During a visit to her doctor, he noticed the device and asked 
the woman if she was taping their visit. She explained that the de-
vice was a Bluetooth streamer that works with her hearing aids.

“It made me think that if one physician thinks people coming 
in with these technologies is recording them, others may be as
well,” Anderson says. 

Technology is changing the hearing aid industry in a number
of ways. Devices that didn’t exist just a few years ago are now 
commonplace. Some of these include:

Hearing aids that look like hands-free devices for cell 
phones. These digital aids use Bluetooth technology, fit in and
around the ear much like a wireless earbud headset and come 
in a variety of colors. 
Bluetooth streamers. These devices, which look like an iPod

order, deliver audio signals directly or reco
igital hearing aid, allowing wearersto a di
 audio devices such as cell phonesto use

MP3 players without hurting theirand M
They also can use the streamer toears. T
ol volume and activate rear-facingcontro
phones.micro

by a companion, these 2-inch-long Worn 
ess mics clip to the lapel. They en-wirele

the signal going to the hearing aid hance 
mprove hearing in a noisy environ-and  im
Anderson says. ment, 

-
phones. These are less common than the 

devices. The mic sticks up above another 
the-ear hearing aid like an antenna,over-t

which improves the signal-to-noise ratio which
for wearers.

k In the future, hearing aids may not even reside in the ear. A I h f h i id id i h A
team from the University of Colorado has designed a dress that is 
also a hearing aid. Microphones in its bodice determine the fre-
quencies and amplitude of incoming sound.

A Bluetooth 
streamer.

A hearing aid 
that looks like 
an earbud 
headset.
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Staying upright 
Gradual withdrawal of psychotropic
drugs including those that help
with sleep, reduce anxiety and treatwith sleep, reduce anxiety and treat 
depression

Minnesota has the fifth highest death rate 
due to falls in the United States—nearly 
twice the rate of the rest of the country. y. 
Surprisingly, our icy winters aren’t to
blame. The Minnesota Department of 
Health says there’s no seasonal variatioon in 
the rate of unintentional falls.

More than 86 percent of those deathhs
occur among adults age 65 and older. IIn 
2009, older adults experienced more thhan
29,900 falls, leading to 639 fatalities and
estimated medical costs of more than $$255 
million. That same year, falls were the NNo. 
1 cause of death from unintentional injjury,
surpassing car accidents. 

A 2012 Cochrane review of 159 ran--
domized trials of fall prevention intervven-
tions found the following reduced the rrate
of or risk for falls:

A risk assessment with specific interr-
ventions targeting a person’s risks
Exercise programs that include balannce
and strength training; Tai chi was fouund 
to be especially effective
Use of pacemakers in patients with
carotid sinus hypersensitivity, whichh 
causes a sudden change in heart ratee
and blood pressure
Cataract surgery for women when thheir
first eye is affected

Medication reviews involving primary 
care physicians and patients
Use of anti-slip devices on shoes in icy 
conditions.

The review also found
Taking vitamin D supplements did not 
appear to reduce falls in most elders but
may be effective in those who had low 
levels before treatment
Patient education alone was not effec-
tive for preventing falls.

Sources: Minnesota Department of Health; 
Gillespie LD, Robertson MC, Gillespie WJ, 
Sherrington C, Gates S, Clemson LM, Lamb 
SE. Interventions for preventing falls in older
people living in the community. Cochrane 
Database of Systematic Reviews 2012, Issue 9.
Art. No.: CD007146. DOI: 10.1002/14651858.
CD007146.pub3.
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A study space for aging in placeA
Mayo’s HAIL lab takes research into the home.

BY JEANNE METTNER

On the fourth floor of Charter House, a retirement community 
in Rochester, two unassuming apartments stand vacant; but they 
are not for rent. Each unit has a bedroom, den, living room and
kitchen. Each is fully equipped and regularly receives visitors who
treat it like home—but no one ever stays overnight.

The apartments are a major component of Mayo Clinic’s 
4,000-square-foot Healthy Aging and Independent Living (HAIL) 
lab. Created in September 2011 in collaboration with Charter
House, the Mayo Clinic Center for Innovation, and Mayo’s Rob-
ert and Arlene Kogod Center on Aging, the lab is a simulated
environment for aging in place—allowing seniors to live inde-
pendently at home as long as possible. In addition to the mock 
living areas, it has a conference room with a one-way mirror for 
observation and a workspace for investigators. State-of-the-art
monitoring and audio equipment allow researchers to observe
study participants, many of whom are Charter House residents 
who spend a few hours at a time testing various innovations. “The 
monitoring equipment allows us to watch how individuals inter-
act with different technologies, services and devices,” says Nathan 
LeBrasseur, Ph.D., co-director of the lab.

The lab’s work encompasses three themes: optimizing transi-
tions (such as from hospital to home or from being married to
widowed), facilitating better caregiver support and education, and 
improving seniors’ living environments. Researchers are looking
for ways seniors can extend their “healthspan”—that is, the num-
ber of years they are living an active and vital life. “The challenge 
is that most older individuals have two or more chronic condi-

tions and take multiple medications; 60 percent are physically in-
active; 50 percent have difficulty climbing stairs, walking a quar-
ter of a mile or lifting a 10-pound object; 38 percent are obese, so
there is a lot working against us in terms of the demographic that 
wants to remain independent,” LeBrasseur says. “Addressing those 
issues demands a great deal of innovation and creative thinking.” 

Researchers from Mayo and other institutions are using the
lab in a number of ways. One group is exploring the use of “exer-
gaming” technology to increase physical activity. Designers are
looking at ways to adapt today’s gaming systems so they better
suit older fingers, eyes and minds. Another completed a study 
that used a tablet computer that was connected wirelessly to a 
blood pressure cuff. The device measures the user’s blood pres-
sure, provides education about the condition and medication used
to control it, and allows users to communicate with a health coach
from home using a Skype-like application.

“What we’re ultimately looking for are innovative, transforma-
tive interventions for promoting healthy aging and independent
living, not only throughout our immediate community but
throughout the country,” LeBrasseur notes, adding that the lab 
and the work being conducted there is getting attention from
throughout the United States. “We’re only at the beginning of that 
process, so in my estimation, we can really only grow from here.” 

Naomi Woychick, co-director 
of the HAIL lab, shows 
Edith Boller some of the 
technology being developed.
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Contact Jocelyn Cox 
at 612-623-2880 or 

jcox@mnmed.org
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wanted me, her designated medical decision maker, to help her 
through the process of dying. When she translated her wishes to 
an advance care directive and shared it with her physicians and
the hospice staff, it also helped them to guide her treatment. 

Diagnosed with stage 4 melanoma in 2006, Lisa died at home
in the fall of 2011. There was no ambulance. There was no effort
to resuscitate her. Her pain was well-controlled by medication. 

When is your life no longer worth living?”
As Lisa thought about the question, her dark eyes

turned inward in concentration. After a few minutes she 
replied decisively, “When I can no longer drink champagne and
eat chocolate pudding.”

Although her answer may seem frivolous to some, it said
volumes about what she valued in life—freedom, cognition, the
pleasure of eating and drinking, self-determination—and how she 

Cultivating
conversations

Honoring Choices Minnesota  
helps families plan for the end of life.

BY TROUT LOWEN

Left to right: J. Milo Meland, M.D., Lyla 
Pagels, R.N., and Steve Laxdal, M.D.,  are 
among the dozens who have undergone 
six hours of training to become Honoring 
Choices ambassadors. 
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For most of the next three years, Honoring Choices Minnesota 
worked with health care and community partners to develop a 
training program and teach a cadre of facilitators (nurses, clergy 
and community members) to help patients and families with the 
process of creating an advance care directive. 

Health care provider organizations have begun to develop
systems to ensure those directives are accessible, Wilson says. In 
addition, participating providers have agreed to something called 
the “Five Promises,” which calls for them to initiate a conversa-
tion with patients about advance care planning, usually during an 
annual exam; have facilitators available who can help with plan-
ning; make sure plans are clear; maintain and retrieve plans; and 
appropriately follow those plans when called to do so.

Some of those promises are still a work in progress. Ensur-
ing that information is available throughout and across health
systems is particularly challenging, Wilson says, but virtually 
all health systems in the Twin Cities have begun to incorporate 
the Respecting Choices model to some extent. Early on, provid-
ers tended to target patients with cancer and renal failure, the 
frail elderly, and others who were likely to need an advance care 
directive soon. Some systems are now expanding their efforts to
primary care settings.

Tom von Sternberg, M.D., associate medical director for geri-
atric programs, hospice and home care for HealthPartners, says 
he is already seeing changes. “Honoring Choices has improved
the ability of physicians to have patients and families engage in a
conversation that results in decisions that really reflect the values
of that patient,” he says. It also provides physicians with clear, 
concise documents that outline what patients want and don’t
want that follow them through the health care system. “Access to
this information when a patient is hospitalized is extremely im-
portant,” he says.

Two days before she died, she sipped one last glass of champagne 
surrounded by close friends and family. 

Without an advance care directive spelling out her wishes,
however, Lisa’s life might have ended differently. According to the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, nearly 70 percent of 
all Americans die in a hospital, nursing home or long-term care 
facility—even though seven out of 10 say they would prefer to die 
at home. 

Honoring Choices Minnesota is working to change that. The 
community-based initiative led by the Twin Cities Medical So-
ciety encourages individuals, families, health care professionals
and community leaders to talk about end-of-life planning and the 
importance of completing an advance care directive long before
there’s a need. 

Honoring Choices Minnesota is also working with health 
care organizations in the Twin Cities to develop and implement 
advance care planning programs. Since its inception in 2008, 
Honoring Choices Minnesota has partnered with 21 hospitals 
representing all six of the major health care systems in the metro 
area to implement the Respecting Choices model for advance care 
planning pioneered by Gundersen Lutheran Health System of La
Crosse, Wisconsin. In contrast to the traditional one-size-fits-all
approach of advance care directives, Respecting Choices tailors 
advance care planning to an individual’s age and health status and 
focuses on values, goals, and religious or cultural beliefs rather
than specific medical procedures. “It’s essentially a conversation
between family members about what one’s beliefs and values are,” 
says Kent Wilson, M.D., medical director of Honoring Choices
Minnesota, “so that at a time when a person can’t make his or
her own decisions, those people who will have to make decisions
have an understanding of what those wishes are, and the basis on
which those wishes were made and the values behind them so
they can be properly honored.”

The Respecting Choices model has worked remarkably well in 
La Crosse County, Wilson says, where it was introduced in the 
early 1990s. Ninety percent of adults who died in that county in 
2008 had an advance care directive, and 99 percent of those direc-
tives were included in the patient’s health record. In virtually all 
cases, the medical care the patient received was consistent with
the directive. 

Honoring Choices Minnesota uses the training, principles and 
overall methodology of Respecting Choices but has Minnesota-
specific governance, health care directive forms and patient edu-
cation materials, Wilson says.

Early planning
When first planning the initiative in 2008, the Twin Cities Medi-
cal Society brought together a group of 27 representatives from
health plans, hospitals and health care systems for a presentation
on the Respecting Choices model. All of them saw value in it,
Wilson says, and they all agreed not to compete over the issue, to 
use the same training and materials, and to devote real resources 
to making advance care planning happen.

Hmong elders at an Honoring Choices presentation in St. Paul last year.
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Public response
How arew patients responding to
this new emphasisw  on end-of-
life planning? Scott McRae, di-
rector of spiritualf  care for Park
Nicollet Health Services, says
their first reaction is often fear.
They wanty  to know whyw  they’rey
being asked about their val-
ues, and if something’sf  wrong.
But once they understandy  the
process, he says, patients are
eager to talk. Eighty percenty
of patientsf  in Park Nicollet’sk
pilot program agreed to have a
conversation about creating a
health care directive. “Patients
are hungry toy  be heard about
their health care wishes and val-
ues,” McRae says.

In 2011, Honoring Choices Minnesota began shifting its ef-
forts toward public engagement. It launched a website and made
patient education materials available online, including a health
care directive translated into five languages. It set up a multicul-
tural advisory committeey  and produced the first in a series of
documentaries on end-of-life decision making in partnership
with Twin Cities Public Television (TPT). In 2012, the organiza-
tion also launched an ambassador training program to expand
its community outreachy  and established a task forcek  to develop a
continuing medical education curriculum for physicians.

All of thosef  efforts are showing some success. In 2012, Hon-
oring Choices Minnesota trained 39 community ambassadorsy
and hosted 95 presentations. It has also trained more than 900
facilitators who counsel families about end-of-life planning.
The program’s health care directive has been downloaded more
than 14,000 times. In addition, TPT and the Twin Cities Medical
Society receivedy  a special regional Emmy Award,y  the “Making a
Difference Award,” for their work onk  the Honoring Choices docu-
mentaries. More than 700 video clips and programs are available
for viewing on the Honoring Choices (www.honoringchoices.org)
website.

Community engagementy  is crucial to the program’s success,
says von Sternberg, because it takes the onus off off  physiciansf
who don’t have time or perhaps the inclination to have in-depth
discussions about advance care planning with patients and their
families. Yet, he says, doctors do need to bring up the issue and
stress its importance during an annual exam or when there’s a
change in health status—a conversation that can take place in
about five minutes. Patients who need more help can then be
referred to a trained facilitator. Once a directive is completed,
however, doctors have a responsibility toy  review itw  to ensure it’s
clear, concise and complete, and then make sure it’s entered into
the medical record, Wilson says.

Early and often
When is the right timet  to initiate a conversationa  about end-off-lifet
planning? Earlier thanr  you might think,t  Wilson says. Ideally, every-
one should have an advance care directive starting atg  aget  18. TThose
directives should be updated every 10y  years or wheneverr  therre’sr  a
significant changet  in health status. Why soy  early? Wilson poinnts out
that thet  two U.S. Supreme Court casest  that essentiallyt defineddy  the
right tot  privacy andy  end-of-life decision making involvedg  youung
adults, 25-year-old Nancy Cruzan,y  who was severely injuredy  iin a
car crash,r  and 21-year-old Karen Ann Quinlan, who lived forr yearsr
in a persistenta  vegetativet  state after ar  druga overdose.g

“Our objective is that 100 percent of veryf  youngy  adults shhould
have a well-thought-out, properly executedy  health care direcctive,”
Wilson says. “So we’ve got a lot of workf  tok  do.” MM

Trout Lowen is a Minneapolis writer.

Honoring Choices Minnesota’s assistant medical director Stefan Pomrenke, M.D., M.Div. (left), with Kent Wilson, M.D., meedical
director and a driving force behind the program. Pomrenke has focused on Honoring Choices’ work in faith communities ddone in
partnership with the Minnesota Council of Churches.

To have an Honoring Choices Minnesota

ambassador speak to your group,

contact Barbara Greene at

612-623-2899 or

bgreene@metrodoctors.com.
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Join us for 
Day at the Capitol

Nearly 50 new senators and representatives 
are taking office in January. 

Now is the time to influence the legislature 
on crucial health care issues!

We will meet with key legislators and discuss the following
issues:

Supporting Minnesota’s health insurance exchange

Expanding Medicaid

Phasing out the provider tax and
improving physician reimbursement

Championing a team approach

Increasing the tobacco tax

Investing in the physician workforce

Individual meetings will be scheduled with your
representative and/or senator.

Thursday, February 7, 2013
12:30 pm in St. Paul

FREE FOR MEMBERS; $49 FOR NONMEMBERS

We make house  
(and senate) calls

REGISTER AT 
www.mnmed.org/DAC2013
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W hen geriatrician George
Schoephoerster, M.D.,
works with the fami-

ies of peoplef  with dementia, he
nows exactly whaty  they arey  going
rough. He saw hisw  wife, Jeanie,
erience the stress, constant worry
heartache of caringf  for her
her as the condition ate away aty
health in the early 2000s.y
eanie first helped her mother
ve from Iowa to a St. Cloud as-
ed living facility, eventually re-y
ting her to the Schoephoerster

me when she could no longer live
y ony  her own. Then, as an only
, Jeanie cared for her mother 24/7
also tending to the couple’s two
ed children. Because her mother
wake constantly, Jeanie would get
o to three hours of sleepf  every
he had no time to take a break,
or see friends.
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nursing homes for about a year and a half 
longer than those who did not take part 
in it. The caregivers also had fewer symp-
toms of depression and were better able 
to deal with their spouse’s behavior than
those in a control group.  

University of Minnesota psychologist
Joe Gaugler, Ph.D., conducted a follow-up 
study based on the New York University 
Caregiver Intervention to see if the same
model of support and counseling worked
when the caregiver was an adult child car-
ing for a parent with Alzheimer’s disease.  

He maintains that “If one supports
the family caregiver and helps reduce the 

6 WAYS  
to help caregivers
Caring for chronically ill patients is a delicate balance between keeping them 
involved in their own care and engaging the caregivers who support them. In
2009, the American College of Physicians released ”Family Caregivers, Patients
and Physicians: Ethical Guidance to Optimize Relationships,” a guide to improving
relationships between patients, caregivers and physicians.

Among its suggestions:

 Although physicians should view caregivers 
as partners, they should still keep the patient involved in their care as long as 
possible.  

Ensure that the patient, caregiver and other family members share a common
and accurate understanding of the patient’s condition and prognosis. 
Caregivers report that their most pressing unmet need is clear and consistent 
information about their loved one’s condition and treatment. 

caregiver made to the patient regarding care. Caregivers feel more supported 
when the patient’s physician considers them an important team member. 

Develop care plans for the patient and caregiver that include education,
support and social service referrals. 

Be alert for signs of caregiver distress and suggest appropriate referrals.

future. The caregiver who is prepared for the final stages of an illness will likely 
experience less anxiety and depression or complicated grief after the patient dies. 

SOURCE: American College of Physicians, www.acponline.org/running_practice/ethics/issues/.../
caregivers.pdf

studies have shown that when caregivers 
receive the support and respite they need 
to effectively tend to their loved one, they 
can keep that person living independently 
longer. In one, New York University re-
searcher Mary Mittelman, Dr.P.H., tested a 
caregiver intervention that has four com-
ponents: two individual counseling ses-
sions, four family counseling sessions that
include the primary caregiver and other 
family members, ad hoc counseling over
the phone to manage crises or changing 
symptoms, and weekly support groups. 
She found that caregivers participating
in this program kept their spouses out of 

“She started to develop alopecia, which
meant losing most of her hair. It did grow 
back eventually. But the entire process was 
so fatiguing and stressful for her,” recalls 
Schoephoerster, who sees patients primar-
ily in nursing homes for Geriatric Services 
of Minnesota in St. Cloud. “It was a full-
time effort for her, and it was so hard for
her to seek help.”

When someone is chronically ill, it
often falls to a family member or friend 
to care for them. In fact, more than 30
million people with acute and chronic
illnesses in the United States are cur-
rently being supported and cared for by 
nonmedical personnel, according to the 
American College of Physicians. About 90 
percent of the time, family members serve
as the caregiver, looking after the daily and
medical needs of a spouse, parent or child 
out of love and a sense of duty. Yet that
sense of duty often leads caregivers to put
the patient’s needs far ahead of their own.
As a result, the caregiver often bears the
brunt of the stress associated with their
loved one’s illness, which can be detrimen-
tal to their own health. 

“Caregiving is a dangerous business. 
There is good data to show that caregivers
are subject to more depression and stress-
related illnesses than noncaregivers,” says 
Robert Kane, M.D., a professor of public
health and director of the Center on Aging
at the University of Minnesota.

Between 40 and 70 percent of caregiv-
ers have clinically significant symptoms 
of depression, with about one-quarter to 
one-half of them meeting the diagnostic 
criteria for major depression, according 
to research from the Family Caregiver Al-
liance. In addition, the Commonwealth
Fund found caregivers experienced heart 
attack, heart disease, cancer, diabetes and
arthritis at nearly twice the rate of non-
caregivers—45 percent versus 24 percent.
Sometimes, caregivers even pay the ulti-
mate price: The University of Pittsburgh’s 
Caregiver Health Effects Study noted that 
the mortality rate for caregivers is 63 per-
cent higher than the rate for noncaregivers 
of the same age.

Yet when caregivers are well-cared-
for, patients do better. In fact, numerous 
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stress and issues they arey  going
through, the overall quality ofy
care for the person with Al-
zheimer’s is improved.” Gaugler
says this model can work fork
caregivers of peoplef with other
chronic diseases as well.

Many nowy  sayw thaty  looking
out for patients’ best interests
means physicians should be
keeping an eye on their caregiv-
ers, too. Kane says physicians
should be thinking about how
to get caregivers to take as good
care of themselvesf  as the person
they arey caring for.

“It’s in the best interest of thef  person
they arey caring for to find a way toy  reduce
the burden on the caregiver,” says Kane,
who wrote the 2011 book The Good Care-d
giver, a guide for people caring for aging
loved ones.

Valued resources
Kane says there are a number of thingsf
physicians can do to help lighten the care-
giver’s load. One of thef  most important
is to acknowledge the critical role the
caregiver plays in the health of thef  patient.
“We need to recognize them as very valuedy
resources,” he says, adding that physicians
need to view thew  caregiver as a key mem-y
ber of thef  care team. Because they arey  the
ones who are with the patient day iny  and
day out,y caregivers see subtle changes that
may noty  be obvious during a clinic visit.
They alsoy  pick upk  on clues that their loved
one might not be coping well—something
a patient may bey  unwilling to discuss with
his doctor.

Caregivers also serve as a hub for in-
formation about all of thef  patient’s condi-
tions, medications and treatments. Kane
notes that most seniors see eight differ-
ent doctors, and there may bey  minimal
communication or coordination of caref
between them. “The physician who thinks
they arey going to manage the health of af
patient without the caregiver is foolish,” he
says. “It’s very importanty  that you talk tok

stressed or ill that’s not good for
the patient.”

Support beyond the clinic
Gaugler says physicians should
also encourage caregivers to
tap into community resourcesy
as well as their own support
networks. He points out that
the most effective programs are
multidimensional and ongoing.

The Minnesota Association
of Areaf  Agencies on Aging
(mn4a.org/contact-us) is a good
place to start when looking for
support. It can connect caregiv-

ers with respite care, adult day carey  for the
patient, support groups and other services
such as housekeeping and errand running
as well as meals and transportation.

Barclay saysy  when physicians tell care-
givers to find a support group, it adds
weight to the recommendation and often
motivates the caregiver to finally takey  that
step. “Many caregiversy  have told me that
going to a caregiver support group saved
their life,” Barclay says.y  “Alzheimer’s dis-
ease is so stigmatized; they bottley  it up and
don’t talk aboutk  it. And then they losey  their
social support network becausek  friends
and family arey  scared of thef  disease.”

If af  physician surmises that a caregiver
isn’t doing well, it’s certainly reasonabley  to
recommend that they seey  their own doc-
tor, Schoephoerster says. The physician
also can suggest holding a family confer-y
ence to discuss what should happen if thef
caregiver is no longer able to care for the
patient.

Ultimately, though, tending to the best
interests of patientsf  means looking out for
their caregivers, too. “The caregiver is the
biggest ally you’vey got in this uphill battle
with older people with multiple morbidi-
ties,” Kane says. “You’ve got to take care of
them because they’re keeping you from the
ultimate disaster.” MM

Suzy Frisch is a freelance writer in Apple Valley,
Minnesota.

The Schoephoerster 
family in happy times. 
Jeanie Schoephoerster 
(lower left) cared for 
her mother at home.

and listen to them. It’s also very im-y
portant to respect their observations.”

In addition, physicians need to support
the caregiver. The starting pointg  mayt  bey
to simply asky  howk  thew  caregiver isr doing.
Schoephoerster recommendsr  that physi-t
cians ask whetherk  ther  caregiver isr  getting
enough sleep, exercising andg  taking regularg
breaks, even if hef  or sher  isn’t theirt  patient.r

“Sometimes it’s getting the person to
have a conversation about the effect of
caregiving on themselves,” he explains. “It’s
not providing them care but making sure
they arey  recognized.”

Just telling caregivers to take care of
themselves may noty  be enough because
they ofteny  will still put the patient’s needs
first, says Michelle Barclay, vice president
of programf  services for the Alzheimer’s
Association Minnesota–North Dakota.
“Caregivers know theyw needy  to take care
of themselves,f  but it’s like telling people to
stop smoking—it’s really hardy  to do,” she
says. “Instead, the doctor should tell the
caregiver that it’s best for the patient to
do x, y, and z, and that if thef  caregiver is
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“I used to pay my dues and 
wonder what the MMA did 
— now I know. They’re like an 
insurance plan. When you really 
need them, it’s great to know they 
are there for you.”Stevven Meeister, M.D., Affffi liateddfifi
Commmuniity Medicaly  Cenntersl  – Marshalll–

“The MMA is one of the groups 
that is listened to by members of 
the Legislature.” 
Rep. Paul Thissen,l  minorriity leader,y
Minnesotaa House of Repppresentatives.f

Put MMA to work for 
you by joining or renewing 
your membership. 
For membership 
information, go to 
www.mnmed.org/imadoctor, 
or call 612-362-3747.
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As president of the American Geriat-
rics Society, James Pacala, M.D., M.S., 
is familiar with a very scary set of 

statistics: The number of people older than
65 years in the United States is projected to
grow from 40 million today to more than 
60 million by 2025. The number of geri-
atricians we’ll need by that year is 25,000
(we currently have 7,000). The outlay of 
federal dollars for Medicare is expected to 
jump from $580 billion today to more than 
$1 trillion by then. Given that, you might

Geriatrician in chief
James Pacala, M.D., on what physicians should know about caring for older adults.

INTERVIEW BY CARMEN PEOTA

think Pacala would be pessimistic about 
the future. He is anything but: “I’m more
of a glass half-full guy,” he says.

Although nature may have something 
to do with that, Pacala, who also is associ-
ate director of the department of family 
medicine and community health at the 
University of Minnesota, sees a number of 
positive signs of change when it comes to
caring for our growing geriatric popula-
tion. He’s a fan of the Center for Medicare 
and Medicaid Innovation, the entity cre-

ated by the Affordable Care Act to test
innovative payment and service delivery 
models and promote such reforms as care
coordination, bundled payments and ac-
countable care organizations. “I see people
and departments of public health and
politicians recognizing that this [caring for
the elderly] is one of the challenges we face
as a society. I also see the progress that has 
been made by colleagues in geriatrics in
improving the care of older adults,” 
he says.
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His optimism is evident whether Pacala 
is talking one on one or presenting before
an audience of his peers. He’s an enthusi-
astic evangelist for geriatrics who believes
his specialty’s moment has come. What
geriatricians need to do now, he says, is
shift from sounding the alarm about the
demographic problems to becoming the
“go-to” specialists for solutions. Geriatrics
principles, he believes, need to be widely 
adopted in the new care models that are 
emerging. We asked him to talk about 
these principles and what his field has to
offer the rest of medicine.

What is the essential challenge of 
geriatrics?
For the majority of older adults, there gets 
to be a point when the chronic conditions
they have accumulated can no longer be 
thought of as independent problems—
they become interdependent. If you treat
one of those conditions, it’s likely to have 
some effect on one of the other condi-
tions. At that point, you as the physician 
have to start looking at all of the different
problems a patient has—both medical and 
nonmedical. It’s a balancing act, requiring
complex decision-making. 

For each treatment, you need to run
through a process in concert with the pa-
tient to figure out whether that treatment 
is likely to be beneficial or harmful. The 
American Geriatrics Society just published 
a paper, “Patient-Centered Care for Older 
Adults with Multiple Chronic Conditions,” 
that spells out how to do this. 

That document goes through the steps a
clinician can take. Doctors, especially geri-
atricians, have been weighing the benefits 
and risks of different treatments implicitly 
their whole professional lives. What this
document does is formalize the process.

patients? 
Think of a patient who has hypertension, 
diabetes, osteoarthritis and peripheral 
neuropathy from diabetes. He used to so-
cialize regularly and take daily walks with
his wife; but she died a year ago and his

best friends have moved to Florida; now 
he rarely gets out, is mostly sedentary and 
has become quite deconditioned. So he has 
a combination of medical and nonmedical 
problems. Given his set of problems, what 
do you do about his high blood pressure?

For a less-complicated patient, you’d
want to lower the blood pressure because 
you know that doing so reduces the like-
lihood of stroke and heart attack and 
lengthens life. But in this case, lowering 
blood pressure could cause problems. You 
have a patient with decreased muscle mass 
and increased joint stiffness, which puts 
him at increased risk of a fall. Also, he’s 
got peripheral neuropathy in his feet from 
diabetes, and that makes him more likely 
to trip or stumble when he goes from one 
type of floor surface to the next. And if he 
did fall, he might not be strong enough to 
catch himself to break the fall. We know 
that if you administer an antihypertensive 
to such a complex patient, you’ll be in-
creasing his risk of falling if his blood pres-
sure goes too low. So whether his blood 
pressure should be lowered is much less 
clear-cut than it might be. And even if you 
do decide to lower it, how much should 
you lower it? Should you have a higher 
target than you would for another patient? 
These are the kinds of complex decisions 
you need to work through.

What percentage of older adults 
are like this patient?
I look at the older adult population as four 
groups. The first group are the people who 
are healthy or who have limited chronic 
disease. They are functionally independent
and their medical problems don’t have a
significant impact on their lives. That’s the 
majority of adults over 65. 

The second group is the people with 
significant chronic illnesses. Their medi-
cal conditions may have some impact on
their lifestyle and functioning, and they 
may need assistance with transportation, 
meals, laundry and things like that. But
they’re still usually able to maintain their
independence. 

The third group is what I call the frail or 
complex or multi-morbid group. These are 
older adults with multiple chronic diseases

“In geriatrics, we look 

at the patient across all 

their organ systems and 

assess how well they 

are doing in all domains 

as well as how they are 

functioning.”
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across multiple organ systems. They usu-
ally also have nonmedical stressors related 
to their environment or caregiving. These 
are people whose medical conditions have
a major impact on their lives. They spend 
a considerable portion of their day dealing 
with their conditions. They are very high 
and frequent users of the medical system
in terms of going to see their doctor and
being hospitalized. Many are functionally 
disabled and have difficulty performing 
basic activities of daily living—dressing, 
grooming, toileting, etc.

The last group are the people who are in
their last months of life. These are people
who have a different set of problems. They 
have advanced chronic diseases, but for them 
issues like pain control, quality of life and a 
dignified death have become paramount. 

Do all of these groups of people 
need geriatric care?
Each of those stages presents with different
types of problems and warrants a different
care approach.

A healthy older person will present to
their doctor with acute problems, and the 
usual care approach will take care of those
problems. The second group, the chroni-
cally ill, frequently present with flare-ups 
of one of their chronic illnesses. These 
people require a chronic disease model
of care. That’s been well-described in the
medical literature. The third group, the
frail-complex group, frequently present 
with geriatric syndromes, problems like
falls, incontinence, confusion, weight loss,
muscle wasting and delirium. Virtually 
100 percent of the time, when a patient 
presents with a geriatric syndrome, there’s
not a single cause. These patients require a
geriatrics care approach. The fourth group,
the dying, present with end-of-life issues,
distressing symptoms like pain and short-
ness of breath, and some profound psycho-
social issues as well. They require palliative
and/or hospice care.

What sets the geriatric care 

caring for patients?

The acute-care and even the chronic dis-
ease models look at diseases as isolated

entities. In geriatrics, we look at the patient 
across all their organ systems and assess
how well they are doing in all domains as
well as how they are functioning. If I as the
doctor just treat the medical part and we
ignore the other stuff, the patient won’t get
better. Geriatrics is team-based, proactive,
functionally based care. We are trained to 
recognize and treat geriatric syndromes. 
We’re also trained in chronic disease care
and palliative and hospice care. But our 
real focus is the most complex chronically 
ill patients, those frail elderly patients.

Isn’t it time-consuming to provide 

Yes. And that affects us financially. One 
of the problems in geriatrics is that we 
are mostly a nonprocedural specialty. We 
mostly perform evaluation and manage-
ment. In nonprocedural specialties that 
principally generate revenue through 
evaluation and management codes, one 
is better off in terms of compensation if 
one sees a lot of patients. In geriatrics, 
we see very complex patients, so we can’t 

see as many patients as other physicians 
might. Also, we aren’t compensated for a 
lot of the things we do. I don’t get paid for 
spending an extra 10 minutes in the office
explaining why I’m not going to treat an 
older patient’s hypertension as stringently 
as I might a younger patient’s. I also don’t 
get paid for most of the extra time I spend
facilitating complex decision-making with 
patients and their families.

For those reasons, we’re consistently at 
the very bottom or close to the bottom of 
the pay scale for physicians. But two stud-
ies over the past 15 years have documented 
that geriatricians rank first or second 
among all specialties in career satisfaction. 

Why is that?
It’s because you’ve got people who are
going into it despite the negative incentives
in terms of compensation. We’re a very 
committed, fulfilled group of people.

physicians go into geriatrics?
There are always young people who are
interested in it. But one of the unintended 
consequences of medical training is that

Pacala says that although geriatricians often don’t get paid for the extra time they spend with patients, they give
their specialty high marks for career satisfaction.
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students’ attitudes toward older people worsen as they progressy
through training. Through medical school and residency, virtu-
ally everyy  oldy  person a student or resident sees is very sicky  andk
very complicated.y  These patients are more difficult to take care of
and they don’ty  get better as quickly asy  younger patients. If youf  get
a complicated elderly patienty  admitted to your service, it’s a lot of
work. It takes more work thank  a less complicated younger patient.
And students and residents never see that same old person living
in their home, feeling fine and making important contributions to
family andy  the community. So medical students’ attitudes about
older people can become negative as they progressy  through their
training.

What attracted you to geriatrics?
Three things. One is that I had a fantastic role model, Dr. T.
Franklin Williams, when I was a first-year medical student at the
University ofy  Rochesterf  in upstate New York.w  His vision for caring
for older people captured my imagination.y Dr. Williams left the
following year to become the first director of thef  National Insti-
tute on Aging. The second thing was a sense of socialf  mission.
The idea of workingf  with a very vulnerabley  population resonated
with why Iy  became a doctor in the first place.

The third is kind of af  funny one.y It was a personal challenge.
When I was a kid, I found going into nursing homes and interact-
ing with old and frail people to be a frightening experience. There
was residual apprehension in college and medical school, and I
thought that I should confront it head on, that I should turn this
fear into a strength. I liked the idea of challengingf  myself
to do that.

other specialties. Is this happening?

At the American Geriatrics Society, we have a number of initia-f
tives to do just that. One is the Geriatrics for Specialists Initiative.
We’re working with other specialty societiesy  to infuse geriatric
principles into the work theyk do.y  A good example is the recently
published guidelines for preoperative assessments for older
patients that were jointly developedy  by they  AGS and the Ameri-
can College of Surgeons.f  This was the result of surgeonsf  and
geriatricians getting together. We have another program called
CRIT, Chief Residentf  Immersion Training, where we train chief
residents in medicine so they cany  teach their residents about geri-
atrics. AGS members have also worked with the John A. Hartford
Foundation and the Association of Americanf  Medical Colleges
to enumerate basic competencies in geriatrics that all medical
students should demonstrate. We’ve been working hard to extend
the footprint of geriatricsf  across all specialties, realizing that there
just aren’t enough geriatricians to go around, nor will there be in
the future. MM

Carmen Peota is managing editor of Minnesota Medicine.

Create a plana  to stay aty  home for yourself,
your aging parents,g  your partner or a friend.a
Get step-by-step help to find out how tow  stay
in your home longer and find services near home.

To get started visit www.longtermcarechoices.minnesotahelp.info

Need help to plan  
for aging at home?

Who uses the navigator tool?
 who are thinking aboutg

staying ing their homer  while they
get older.t  People who are trying tog
figure out howt tow  handle yard work,d
groceries, help for anr  older parent,r  or
assisting theirg  partnerr  andr  friends.d

What areas does it assist with?

Who can I call for assistance?
Senior LinkAger  Line® at 1-800-333-2433t
Monday–Friday 8y  a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Home maintenance
Safety
Housing optionsg

Medications
Caregiver supportsr

“Hearing aids
don’t work.”t
Have you heard that
from your patients?r

The truth is that witht  today’s technology andy
a good audiologist thatt  doesn’tt  havet  to be the
case. Your patientr  eithert  hasr  the wrong device

or hasn’tr  beent  fi tfi  properly.t

Hearing Health Clinic hasc  a 98% patient%
satisfaction with hearing instruments

including Lyric, the only extendedy  wear
hearing device.

Tinnitus treatment ist  also available.

Call 952-746-0232 or visitr
HearingHealthClinic.net

for morer  information.

Hearing Healthg  Clinic
512 Central Avenue Osseo, MN
1017 Mainstreet, Hopkins, MN

Heidi Hill
Owner and Audiologist

Hearing Health Clinic
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care for frail elders  
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When Todd Stivland, M.D., was practicing family 

medicine in Duluth in the early 2000s, he was

bothered by what he saw happening to a large 

number of frail elderly patients. For many, just

getting to the clinic was an ordeal.

Today, all the big metro area health
systems and many outside the Twin Cit-
ies have physician/nurse practitioner
teams that serve geriatric facilities. In the
Twin Cities, physicians already care for 50
percent of assisted living residents where
they live, according to Mike Spilane, M.D.,
who co-directs HealthPartners’ program
with von Sternberg. “And it won’t be long
before they all are,” he says. “When people
are demented and immobile, it’s unsafe
and inefficient to extract them from where
they live and plop them in a doctor’s office

for a 15-minute visit that’s unlikely to con-
tribute anything of value to their quality 
of life.”

The demand for care at geriatric facilities
has increased partly because we’re living 
longer and with more chronic conditions
and partly because reimbursement models
such as Medicare DRG payments encour-
age early discharge from the hospital with
recovery or rehabilitation taking place in
the transitional care unit (TCU) section 

“We talk about 

goals, not 

symptoms.  

We don’t talk  

about the stroke  

in room 12.  

We talk about 

Edith.”

– Nick Schneeman, M.D.

For Stivland, trying to address all of their 
medical needs during a brief clinic visit
was as much of a challenge. Seeing that
this model wasn’t working well, he decided 
to do something about it. In 2006, he 
moved to Stillwater to start Bluestone Phy-
sician Services. Bluestone physicians take
care of the frail elderly where they live—in 
Bluestone’s case mostly at assisted living 
and memory care facilities.  

For the first year, Bluestone was just 
Stivland, his laptop and no paycheck. Now, 
the company has 70 employees, including 
six primary care physicians, eight nurse
practitioners, 20 nurse care coordina-
tors, a psychiatrist and a neurologist who 
visit 140 geriatric facilities from the Iowa
border to Lake Superior. “Every year since
we’ve started we’ve doubled our patient
volume,” Stivland says. “I can’t hire doctors 
fast enough to meet the demand.”

Although Stivland’s idea took off, it 
wasn’t exactly new. HealthPartners started
sending physicians to nursing homes 40 
years ago and to assisted living facilities 
in the late 1990s, according to Tom von
Sternberg, M.D., co-director of its geriat-
rics division. “We learned long ago that
physician/nurse practitioner team visits 
to geriatric facilities is the right thing to 
do,” von Sternberg says. “It’s much more 
efficient and vastly improves the quality of 
patient care.” 
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including nurses aides, social workers and
therapists; discharge planning; and family 
conferences. 

Because protocols encourage com-
munication, visiting doctors connect with 
patients and their families more frequently 
and more thoroughly because they have
more time to spend with them, Schnee-
man says. “Our family conferences are the
core of our success in lowering costs and
improving care,” he explains. 

Geriatric Services’ five-step conference
starts with storytelling. The family and, 
when possible, the patient tell their story 
about the patient’s journey from indepen-
dence to dependence. “This usually takes
about 25 minutes,” Schneeman says. “It’s
informative, cathartic and it shows that we 
care enough to take the time to listen.”

Next, the physician summarizes the
story to make sure everyone’s on the same 
page. In the third step, the physician asks
about the goals for care—what would
mom want or not want? “We talk about 
goals, not symptoms,” says Schneeman. 
“We don’t talk about the stroke in room 
12. We talk about Edith.”

In step four, the physician writes an
advance care directive based on those 
goals—or modifies an existing one. In the 
final step, the physician conducts a medi-
cation audit and determines which medi-
cations can be stopped or changed and
which subspecialists will be needed, based
on the patient’s advance care directive and 
care goals.

Following these protocols accomplishes
many good things including use of fewer 
medications, less unnecessary or unde-
sired care, fewer hospital re-admissions 
and ER visits and increased patient and 
family satisfaction. “It’s magical how this 
time-intensive but simple process drives
cost down and satisfaction up,” Schnee-
man says. “The wrong time to try to do
all of this is at the time of a medical event. 
When you wait until then the usual path-
ways of care take over.”

Most of the physicians who make onsite
visits don’t have the competing demands of 
a full-day, high-volume clinic practice. In
fact, the 10 physicians at Geriatric Services
of Minnesota in Robbinsdale, who with
eight nurse practitioners care for 3,000
patients at various facilities and in their
homes, don’t see any patients at a clinic.
“We have no clinic practice or overhead to
worry about,” says Nick Schneeman, M.D.,
medical director and founder of Geriatric
Services. This works especially well when
a frail elderly person has a medical crisis.
“We can be interrupted anytime, and we’re
available on-call 24/7.”

Protocols in place
In addition to being able to focus on the 
needs of the frail elderly, physicians in
geriatric onsite programs are using in-
creasingly standardized protocols that are 

improving the quality of care. Accord-
ing to von Sternberg, protocols ensure a 
consistent approach because they spell
out who does what, when and how. For
example, each physician/nurse practitio-
ner team does previsit planning to decide 
which patients should be seen that day.
There are protocols for medication audits;
getting input from all nursing home staff, 

of nursing homes. These units provide a 
nearly hospital-level of care. Meanwhile, 
assisted living is becoming more like nurs-
ing homes used to be. “You’d be amazed
at the level of care assisted living residents 
need,” Stivland says. “These aren’t people 
who play golf every week and just need a 
little help with their meds.”

The role of the physician depends in
part on the level of care needed. In TCUs, 
the onsite physician likely serves as a con-
sultant who keeps the patient’s primary 
care physician informed and provides
them with a detailed discharge summary. 
In nursing homes and assisted living fa-
cilities, the onsite physician likely is the 
patient’s primary physician. 

In nursing homes, the physician may 
visit patients anywhere from once a week 
if they are new to the TCU to once every 
one to two months if they are in the long-

term care area. Long-term care patients are
more apt to be seen if they are new, unsta-
ble, have a status change, need a medica-
tion review, or need an advance directive,
according to von Sternberg. 

“It’s magical 

how this time- 

intensive but 

simple process 

drives cost 

satisfaction 

up.”

– Nick Schneeman, M.D.
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improving outcomes 
The focused geriatric teams also help 
smooth the transitions from hospital to
TCU and from TCU to home or wherever
the patient is going. “Transitions are dif-
ficult,” says Ken Kephart, M.D., medical
director for Fairview Senior Services, 
whose physician/nurse practitioner teams
serve 40 facilities across the metro area.
“There are so many pieces of information 
and unclear, contradictory orders for meds 
and therapies,” he says. “Studies show a
greater than 50 percent error rate on every 
transfer from hospital to TCU. Most are
not dangerous, but some may lead to hos-
pital re-admission.” For this reason, onsite 
teams usually spend more time with TCU 
patients, as these patients are more likely 
to be unstable and at high risk for compli-
cations and hospital re-admission.

Once care plans are in place and run-
ning smoothly, the nurse practitioner 
takes over primary responsibility for
making visits and staying in touch with 
the family and facility staff, with the phy-
sician being involved as needed. “Nurse 
practitioners spend more time with the 
patient,” Kephart says, “especially in nurs-
ing homes, and they generally do a better 
job of communicating with families and 
facility staff. That close communication 
also helps promote timely use of palliative
care and hospice.”

Electronic medical records further en-
able communication. Von Sternberg says 
most onsite teams can access their care
system’s electronic medical record by 
using cell-phone enabled laptop comput-
ers, making communication even more 
efficient. Onsite teams also use the elec-
tronic medical record to communicate
with hospital and specialty clinicians, fur-
ther improving safety and efficiency.

Stivland says the number of ER and
hospital visits has fallen by 50 to 70
percent at the facilities Bluestone physi-
cians visit. “There’s no doubt we’re saving
money and increasing quality at transi-
tional care and long-term care facilities,” 
Schneeman says. “We have a 3 to 7 percent 
re-admit rate and the national average is
18 to 20 percent.”

THE EVOLUTION OF  
NURSING HOME MEDICINE
IIn n ththe e e 19197070s,s  MMaddeline Adcock, M.D., , a aaaa physsician n at St. Pauauauauul-l-l--l-l-l-l--RRaR msmsmmm eyy MMedical 
CeCeCC ntnterer ( (nonooow Regions Hospital), was one ofo  a hhhhanndfd ull of phhhhhysysyssyssyssssysiciciciiiciciccciaiii ns d d  d dele ivi ering
cacaareree t to o frf ail elderly patientst  in nunursini g g hohoomem s.s. “AtAtA t thehe ttimime,e,e,e,e,,,,  nn ursinggg hhhhhomes 
wewerere vverery nen glgg ected,d ” ” saysy  PPata riickck Irvrvinine,e  MM.D.D.,.  aan ininteternallall mmmmmmmedicine e php ysyy i-
cicianan, whw o wew ntn  on to pproroviided  sucuch h cacarer  hhimimimi ses lflf. “D“Doco totorsrs www wwwwwwwerere e e waaryy of going 
inintoto tthem.” 

WhWhenn rrresiddenents did nnneeed dd care, ininsts eaead ddd ofofo  sseeeeing g physysicians onsite in tthe 
fafaciciliitit es, they werre e transporrted tot  ddococooo totorsrs’ ’ offfificeces and d cliniccs, wheere theey 
wowwwowoululd dd ofoften n wait for hours in whw eee lcchaaairirs s and ono  guruu neys before being seeenn. 
““IIIt tt wawasnsn’t’t g gooood d cacare foror anyone,e ” Irvrvvvinnne e says of thiss modell. 

WhWhenen A Adcdcoco k k triei d to get herr fellow physicians tto joooooooin hherrrrr in tht ese e visits, 
mamanyny w werere e rereluluctc ana t. For onne thiihihiinggnggngngnggg, , , , ,,,,,, itititititititit w    asn’t effificient for them to viviiiv sisit t a nursr -
ining g hohohomeme uunln ess s thheyey hadd a larrgegegeegegegege p p p p pp ppanananannaana elelelelle  ooooooof fffffff papapapapapappatititttt ents ttheherererer . AlAA so, reimburse-
memementnt f foror pprorovividing succh h carere w wasas llowow. So Adcd ock k trained dd a team of nurse 
prpracactitititiiono ers to worork with hhererr. 

AtAt ffirirst, administratotorss aat t nunursrsining g hohomem s weere relucctant to invite ttheeee nuru se 
prpraca tit tionere s in and wwere concernened about t them pprerescrir bing, Irvinne says. “But 
ththose homes that did saw an immense and immedid ate immprp ovement in theh  
quq ality of care.”  Soon, Adccock annd her teeteeam were seeingn  hunndrededs ofof ppa-
tients in nunursing hohomem s around thehe metetro area.

DoDoDDDoctors tookok notice. Irvine became one of the first t physysicianss to jojoini  AAd-d-
cock’s team. “I wasas lllluckyky to bebe a able to getet in on thee grounu d flf ooo r ofoff nururuu sis ngg 
hoh me medicicinine,” hehee ssaya s. “Backck in the ‘70ss, , thisis wwas an unndederservev d popup la--
tion, and ththerere e wawas s soso mmuch we couldd do o for themem.”

ThThhe e momodedel l ofoff p pphyhysician/n/ urse prar ctitionen r teams s mam dede sene se, too, as thhheyy 
cocoulululd d d d acacaccococ mmmmododatte more patients in a day. “It mam de it t mum chhh more efficic ent 
toto d ddelele ivivvverere  t thehe s sererviv ces in a faccility, and y you do a bebetter job,” Irvini e says. “Y“Y“Y“YYYYYYouo  
eaeachchhh h h hhavavave e skskskilillss andn  relatioooonsnnsnn hips that you brining, and that mam kes s fof r a a aaa a a rerererererererealaalalalalalal 
sysynenergrgisistitic c cc tet amam.”

ByBy theee e eeearaa ly 19899 0s, onsis tettte pphyh sicic an/nnuru ses  p ppractctitioneer r teammmmm v vv v v vvisisisissisitiiii s ss ss totottototto n n urs-
ining g hohoomememm s s hhad d provene  so efefefeee feff ctive thatata  twow  Twiw n CiCC tiess nursesees  ppppppppraaaaactcctccc itioioioners, 
JeJeJ ananninininininn nenen  B Baya arrd dd and Ruuth Ann Jacobson,, started a new busuuuu innininnesesesese s babababaased on 
ththe e momomm dedeel l cac llled Evercare. 

EEvevercrccarre eee becamee part of UUnited HealthChCararre eeee in thehe mmidd-11111111999999999999999999 0s0sssss a  ndd ex-
paapaandnddeded iinto other states, becomingng oone oof tht e e largest prprovvvvvvvvvvvidididdididddererererereee s ssss ofo  onsite 
nunnurssining hoomee care ini  thehe countntry. IIrvine e sesss rvrveded aass itts s memedid cacacacaccacccacc l l  l l  dddidididdiddiddid rererererectttor during
ththatat ttimime.e. M Meaanwhile, the big TwT in Cittieees heh alalthth ccara e systemmmmmmmms s ssssssss s saw w ww thhe e vavvvv lue
ofoff o onsititii e e phhphysician/nurse prractit titioner tteam m vivisisis tst  and startededededdedededddd tt t tthehhhhh irr ooooooownw  pro-
grgramams. AAs Minnesotota syststemems s emmbrraccedede  tthehe modele , EEveercccccararararaaaaaarare e beb gaaan to lose 
mamamam rkr ete  sshare; it ceased d operating g innn the sstatee three yyeae rs aaaaaaaaaaaggoggggg . Accocordr ing ggg to 
IIrvrvinine,e,ee  ttheheheh  organization is stitt ll strrono g g elelseewhw ere e inn theheh  countntntntntntntntn ry.

ToToTTT dadaddd y,y  Irvrvvrvrvrvvvininninne e saays, moorerrer  andd mmorre phhysyyy iciaianss aarere makinng ggggggg a caareer out of 
prpppp ovovidididddddidinininnnininininii g g onsitee ccara e of the ffrarailil eeldldererrerlyyy. . ““IIt’ts bebeenen aan nnn evevvollllllllllluutuuuuu ion of awaww reness 
ofofofoff t t t t tthehehhhhehehehehee n nnneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee d,dddddddddd ”””””””””” ” hhehhe says. “Frorom m bebebebeining gggg tototat llly y iggnorereed d byb  medededddedddediccine e 40 yeae rs 
agagagagagagggggo,o,o,o,ooooo w wwwwwwe’e veve madadde e grreaeat tt prp ogogreesssss .”.” ——HHH.B.B.
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THE PAYMENT PROBLEM
AlAlthththt oughhh onsite care hhass bbeen shshowown n totot  impmpproove qqqqqqquauauaaauaaualiitytyyyyyy a ndd reddduce costs as-
sosociciciata edd with caring fffor frail elddderlyl  patients, payinng g g g g g fofofofofofofofoooor r r r r rr ititittit reme ains a problemeee . 
TrTrTradaditi ional fee-for-ses rvvice paymentst  don’tt covoverer ttheeheeeeeee c c cc cccosossosososoososoo t tt tt t ofoooooo  onsite visits aandd the 
24244/7/7 coveraga e e annd phone calls s nennnn eded to o dodod  a goooooooood d d d d dd d d dd jojjjj b,bbb   ssayays KeKKKK n Kephart, 
M.M D.DD , medicacal directoro  forr Fairview w SeSeeeninn oror Services... 

Minnesota has s a rer vevenun e e sos ururcece tthat isi  addd rer sss ininnnnngg ggggggggg the paaayment prroblem. 
ThT e MiM nnesota Senioro  Heae lttthccare OOptptioion n (MMSSHOHO) coccoccocccoccocombbinnneses revenee ue from
Medicaare and MMedediccaid intoto a ppooool l ofof funndsd  hhele d d bybybbybybyybyby h  eae lth h plans, most notablly 
MeM did ca, UUCaare andnd BBluue e CrC osoo s s anand d BlBlueue Shih ele d ofo  MMMMMMMMinnesos ta. Patients mmmmmust t beb  
enennrolleded in both MMedicare e ana d MeMedidd caidd tto be in n the proggram ana d ara e referred 
to as beb ing g “dual eliggiblee.”  ThTThTTTTT e e heheh alththh pplans arer  theen freee to cocontract with 
onsis tet  pproviders in innovaatitt vee waya s.s  For exampmpm le, individuuals who are eee in the 
MSMSM HOHO pprorogram can be admimimm ttttede  directly to a TCUU oor skilled nursing unit of a
nunursrsining g hohooooomem  without thee minimumm three-day hhosspip tatttt l stay rrrreqe uired tot  triggg er 
MeMedidicacare ccoveragage.e

NNuru singn  homes can ggetetettettt ii i i incncncncnccncncn rrrereerr aseddddddd pppp pppayayayayayayayaymentnts fofooor MSHO ppataaaa ieents whw o receeivive 
cocosts ly care thatt wouuldld u ususuala lyyy be administterred in nn tht e hospitalaaaaaa  such as receieiving 
IVI  fluids s or aantibiootiicscscscc  oorr ststs arartitingn  antn icoagulantts; but the mmmoney they y rerr ceivve V
is still less than tthehe c coso t t ofof hhosospipitalizingn  thoh see patieents. “It’s abbbbout ttt aligi ningn  
paymy ent inceentn ives,” says s Kephart, “to allow nursingg hommes to doo the rigi htht 
thinng—to ttrer att in place wiw thhhout incuc rrr ing financial l hah rdship.”

Whereas fee-e fof r-rr service e Medid cacaare uses a a vov lumem -ddrivev n comppenensasatitionon foro -
mumula, MSM HO is valuue-drivenn, aca cording to NNick k Schnh eeeemam n,n  MM.DD., mmededicalalll 
direectoro  for Geriatrici  Services of Minneesota. “It alloowsws pphyh sicic ana s s too sslow w dodownwn, ,
spspend morer  timmmme e witht  ppata ients annd familieses, and dod  whahat’s right tt fof r r frfraiil l ele dededed rlr y y
patientsts. WhWhW atat’s’  rightht foror gggeriatric patataa ientn s with ccomplplexx chrh onic oor lalatetetttt -sstatagege 
didisesease ee iss a almlmmososo t alwaw yssss lless expensive ee ana d d moore patient-centerer d.dd ”

EEveveven n ththououghgh manny nursinng homeme resididenentst  do o not t quqqq alify for MSMM HOHO, , tht ere 
arara e e enenououghh patients on MSHO to support t vaaalue-driven oonsite nuursrrr ing home 
caccac rere f foror aalll  ppppatieents, SSchneeme ana  says.  “OOne of the reasons we ccccanaananaanan mmmmmmmmakakakaka e this
woworkrkkkk,”,”,,  hhe says, “is s bebebb cause e 303  to 40 ppercent of ouuuur nuursing g hohohohohoohohohh memememememememe p ppp pp p ppp tattttieieeeeeentntntntnntnntnts s sss sss ararararararre ee e eeeeee
duduuualalaa  eeeeliliigig ble through MSHOH . If we onlly saw w Meedicac re feeeeeeeee-f-f-fffff-f-f-ffororoorororoo -serererererererree vivivivivviv cece patients, 
ououuurr r modeel of care would d fafall apartrt.””

ScScSS hneee man’s group has gonen  a step fufurtrtrther anand nonon w wwwwww cococococontntrararr cts with health 
plplanans s to mmmanage thhe MSHO funndss, shhiftingng tthe rese popoppponsnsnsnsnsn ibibibibibi ilittty yyyy for clinicall a aaand 
fifinanan ncn ial ouutcomo ese  to the physysicccciai ns. Contn roolling ththhhe e ee ppopopopppp ol o  oo f doollaraa s, accord-d-d
ining gg to Schneeeman, allowss pphysicianans s toto sloow dodown.   “Y“Y“Y“Y“Y“Y“Y“Y“YYououuuuu c cccann’t ggget it right in 
15 minuttes for an n 858 -year-olo d d momodederaratet ly dementeted dddddddddd pepepepepepppepppep rsrsrsrr ono  on 15 drugs,”” 
heh  ssayays.s  Schneeman alslso sayss thahat tt mamananagigingng tthehe pooooooooooooooll ll l l enenenennnabababaaa les him tot  rrecruuit 
hihh ghg ly qualifiied physis ciana s beecac use “w“wwe e can n pap y a cococococoocococoommpmmmmmmmmm ettttttiti ive e wawwww ge.”

Schneemam n explp aiainsns thahat ttt a roroobuuststt p peeee r-reviv eww ppppprororoooooooooceceeceess prerererreeeevents the chana ce 
that a phyysis cian willl wiw tht hohhh ldd care ee inin o ordderr tto o saavee mmmmmmmmmmmoney. “We tell ouru  docs to 
trreae t each pata ient like theyy’re e yoourur m momo  or dad d and d ddddddd ddd you’u rere p paying everrry y y y yyy pepepepepepepepenny.y  
WeWWWW  pprooooovide the ssammme caarere in n ththe e sasameme m manannen r too eeeee eeeeeevevvv ryyone, and it works.ssss  It’s 
sisimimimimimimimimiiimimilalalalaaalaaar r to fee-foror-sservivicee prir mamary ccccare e clc inniciccs s ththat lososososo e money y on Meddicare and 
MMMeMediddd caidid pppattients ana d mamakke uup p fofor r itt wwith h coc mmmmm erererererercicccccc ala ly insured ppatients. Ourur 
phphphphphphphhphphpphysiciai nsn  don’t knonow w whwhw o o isis andndd w whoho is nonot t insureed ddd tht rough MSSHO.”” –– HH.BB.

National studies show patients treated
onsite for pneumonia, deep vein thrombo-
ses and other common geriatric conditions 
have the same or better outcomes than 
those who are being treated in the hospital. 
“It’s simply safer and easier on the patient 
to do care onsite,” Kephart says.

More doctors needed
Finding doctors to do onsite geriatric
visits, especially full-time, can be a chal-
lenge, Schneeman says, mostly because of 
misunderstandings about what the job en-
tails. “Geriatrics isn’t glamorous,” he says. 
“Many doctors perceive older patients to 
be complex and burdensome.” Schneeman 
likes to hire mid-career physicians to do
onsite visits full-time. “Some of them love 
old people,” he says. “Some of them hate 
electronic medical records. All of them 
want to do a better job as a doc than they 
could in their previous practice.” Although
the hours aren’t much different than in
clinic practice, they’re more flexible, he
says. 

Most who try it like it, Spilane says.
“Many of our hospitalists spend about 20
percent of their time doing this and they 
find it can be enjoyable work that provides
balance with their other practice,” he says.
“We don’t have physicians leaving our pro-
gram, partly because we emphasize team-
work. You’re never alone.” 

Onsite geriatric work “is a fabulous way 
to practice,” says John Mielke, M.D., an
internist/geriatrician and chief medical of-
ficer for Optage House Calls, a division of 
Presbyterian Homes in the Twin Cities. He
and five nurse practitioners visit eight fa-
cilities ranging from TCUs to independent
living. “Seeing patients where they live 
might seem inefficient for the doctor,” he 
says, “but it’s very efficient in other ways. It
helps us sort out the complexities and see 
the nuances of their environment—why, 
for example, they might be falling a lot. It’s 
challenging and it’s beneficial.”

Despite those advantages, attracting
young physicians to this line of work 
remains challenging. Kephart says two
things deter medical students from geri-
atrics: the difficulty of the specialty and
its low pay. “Most of our patients,” he says,
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“have five or more serious chronic dis-
eases and are on 10 or more medications,
and they’re slowly getting worse, not bet-
ter, leading to difficult discussions with
patients and families about prognosis and
treatment plans.” As for pay, physicians
who have completed a geriatric fellowship
often get paid the same or less than an
internist or family physician who has not
done a fellowship.

Another issue is the lack of training op-
portunities. For starters, there’s a shortage
of academicf geriatricians to teach medical
students, residents and practicing physi-
cians, Kephart says. In addition, Min-
nesota has only four geriatric fellowship
slots—two at Mayo and two at Hennepin
County Medical Center. “The [University
of Minnesota]f Academic Health Center
has no clinical geriatrics presence or train-
ing,” he says.

Kephart would like to see a division of
geriatrics established within the depart-
ments of medicine and family medicine
at the university. Schneeman would like
to see a new geriatrics subspecialty in
caring for high-risk frail elderly patients
but, he says, “Financial drivers to recruit,
train and support such physicians just
aren’t there.” For now, the only way to find
enough physicians to do onsite geriatric
visits is to recruit and train primary care
physicians who are already practicing.y

Overcoming the challenges of caringf
for the elderly is a work in progress. But
despite that, those who provide care in this
way are proud of how far they’ve come.
“We’ve done a good job of gettingf  provid-
ers out where geriatric patients are living,”
Kephart says. “At all the health systems,
we’re seeing a willingness to do the right
thing for our frail elderly.” MM

Howard Bel is a medica writer and frequent
contributor to Minnesota Medicine.
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How many more people would she have to tell her story to? 
“No, no leg pain. No blurry vision or dizziness. No, I was
never told I had a heart murmur. For heaven’s sake, can’t you 

just read my chart? I’ve answered these questions so many times 
today! I’m tired. Can’t you just come back later?”

Yes, she was tired. Tired and hungry. She hadn’t eaten all
day—nobody had let her. And they wouldn’t until I wrote her diet
orders in her chart; but I needed to examine her first. To me, she 
was new and her story fresh. To her, I was the sixth person asking 
her to relive the scary events that brought her to the hospital that
day. I was also the obstacle between her and dinner and rest.

“Mrs. O, I know you’ve told your story to several other people
today, but I’d still like to hear it straight from you.” She was not 
happy about it, but she agreed to be interviewed. Perhaps she fig-
ured it was the only way to get rid of me.

“Mrs. O, can you raise your eyebrows 
for me? Puff your cheeks. Show me your
smile. Good. Now follow the tip of my 
finger with your eyes—don’t move your
head. Mrs. O, follow my finger with your 
eyes. Mrs. O, can you look at my finger?
Good, now keep looking at it. Don’t stop 
looking; follow it with your eyes. Mrs. O,
can you please follow my finger with your
eyes? Can you look at my finger?”

She kept looking straight at me, ignor-
ing my finger dancing like a frantic bee in 
front of her face. It wasn’t that she couldn’t 
see it. And it wasn’t because she couldn’t 
move her eyes. I had observed her doing 
that during the interview, as she glanced 
from her daughters on her left, back to me 
on her right. “Mrs. O, can you please keep 
looking at my finger as I move it?”

“Yes, I can.” Again, my finger moved
left and right, up and down, and her eyes 
did not follow it. Those stubborn blue-
gray eyes kept looking straight into mine. 
“Mrs. O, I know you’re tired and hungry, 
but I need to finish examining you before
you can eat and rest. The sooner I’m done, 
the sooner I’m out of your way. So would 
you please follow my finger?”

She would not. Regardless of my insistence, she would only 
respond with that bold, defiant gaze. She understood what I was 
asking. But her eyes said, “I don’t want to. Make me!” Those 
eyes that had seen so much of this world, that had witnessed joy 
and sadness and all the glories and flaws of what it means to be
human. They would not move for me.

In her chart, I wrote: “Extraocular movements and convergence 
not tested due to patient’s difficulty following commands.” I didn’t
like that wording. It implied Mrs. O could not understand verbal
commands or that she had a defiant behavior disorder. I didn’t 
even like the word “commands.” It sounded condescending—not
to mention quasi militaristic. Instead, I wanted to write about her
gaze. “Per patient’s eyes, patient understood what I was asking her
to do, and yet she silently refused to do it even though we both
knew she could. If only you could see those eyes, that look.”

The eye exam
What the notes in medical charts don’t tell you.

BY JONATHAN AVIAA LA
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I would come to meet many morey  sets of eyesf  throughout my
clerkship rotations. From the curious eyes of thef  newborn I had
just delivered to the dull, fixed eyes of thef  patient in intensive
care, each gaze was unique.

Even though we don’t document it in the medical chart, the
gaze reveals much. The eyes are more than just a part of thef  body
to evaluate during the exam; they arey  what guide it. If thef  eyes
look fearful,k  I provide extra reassurance. If theyf looky  awayk  fromy
me, I work harderk  to gain the patient’s trust. If they’ref  warm, our
interaction is often interspersed with laughter. If they’ref  tearful, I
try toy  offer comfort and support.

I have searched various textbooks for guidance on how tow
interpret the gaze. I haven’t found any. The patient’s gaze is so
important; yet we are given no formal instruction about how tow
make an observation about it. Perhaps, making this observation
is simply oney  of thosef  things that can’t be taught—you learn it as
you practice it. Perhaps it does not need to be taught—it is just
part of humanf  interaction, and we interpret it without realizing it.
But there I was, realizing how significantw  the patient’s gaze is and
attempting to document what I saw. And yet, I couldn’t. The next
care team on the floor would read my notesy  about the physical
exam and not know whatw  the patient’s gaze told me. MM

Jonathan Avila is a fourth-year medical student at the University of
Minnesota.

Hers was not the only gazey  I have wanted to document. Mr. S
was transferred to our service from his nursing home because of
a urinary tracty  infection. When I walked in his room, the senior
resident instructed me to do only ay  very briefy  physicalf  exam and
not try toy  interview him.w I put on my stethoscope.y

“Mr. S, I am going to listen to your heart,” I said loudly aftery
noticing his hearing aid. As soon as my stethoscopey  touched his
chest, he started to sing a Gershwin song. “It’s very clear,y  our love
is here to stay. Not for a year, but ever and a day.”

“Mr. S, you have a beautiful voice; were you a singer?” The
song went on uninterrupted. “Now I’dw  like to listen to your lungs.
Can you take deep, slow breathsw  through your mouth, please?”
Mr. S stopped singing and began making bird sounds. Queh-
queh-queh. I thought he sounded like a duck quacking;k  but the
senior resident thought he sounded more like a crow, Queh-
queh-queh. And so Mr. S kept on as I examined his abdomen and
extremities.

I found his gaze, not the sounds, to be the most striking feature
of thatf  exam. The entire time, Mr. S kept looking straight into my
eyes, almost without blinking. His dark brownk  eyes looked at me
as if nothingf  else mattered. Those eyes saw anotherw  world that
I could not see, and yet I was part of it.f  His eyes let me know hew
wasn’t just singing out loud to the wind, ignoring his surround-
ings. Mr. S was singing for me, making bird sounds for me. It was
his way ofy  interactingf  with me.

Yet the words I had to write in his chart could not express this.
“General appearance: alert, not in apparent distress, not oriented,
responds inappropriately toy  the exam.” What I really wantedy
to chart was that Mr. S was lively andy  fully interactive,y if onlyf
through his eyes. Those eyes engulfed me and invited me into his
world. I was expecting him to get up from the bed and lead me in
a dance. But there was no place in the chart where I could docu-
ment that, where I could write “eyes happy, interactive and lively.”

Whereas Mr. S’s eyes expressed a happy realityy thaty  only existedy
in his mind, Mr. K’s eyes were cognizant of af  painful reality. Be-
cause of af  series of invasivef  therapies superimposed on a stroke,
Mr. K could no longer talk—at least not easily. Yet if youf  paid
close attention, you’d realize his eyes did the talking for him.

I was in Mr. K’s room while the palliative care team was dis-
cussing end-of-life care with his wife. This was an extremely
important decision for Mr. K; and yet no one was including him
in the discussion. He couldn’t talk ork  move meaningfully. But
his eyes could. They cried.y  They expressedy  fear. At one point,
they turnedy  to me expressing so much distress I could not de-
cipher any meaningy  but anguish. Was it despair, frustration or
overwhelming sadness? His eyes were deep green like the sea. I
wondered whether they hady  ever cast their gaze on the sea. I won-
dered whether they wouldy  like to do so once more before they
closed for the last time.
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For the first time since 1990, the DFL controls the House, the 
Senate and the governor’s office. Sounds like the making of 
gridlock-free session, right? Not necessarily. Opinions can

vary greatly within the same political party on a number of topics
including health care. 

In late November, the DFL caucus appointed its leadership
for 2013, which included Erin Murphy, a registered nurse and
DFL representative from St. Paul, as House Majority Leader. First
elected to the House in 2006, Murphy has served on a number of 
health care committees. As the majority leader, she will be a key 
player in setting the House’s legislative agenda.

The MMA asked Murphy to provide some insight on the 2013
session and how it might affect physicians. Following are excerpts
from her comments:

For the upcoming session, I will join my colleagues to pursue the
priorities Minnesotans expressed this past summer and fall—hon-
estly balancing the budget, ensuring our schools are exceptional 
and reducing property taxes. Minnesotans seek progress rather
than a stalemate of ideology. This, too, is the case in health care,
and it is time for Minnesota to lead in this field once again.

We will focus on how best to improve access to high-quality care 
for Minnesotans and for small businesses as we continue to bend 
the cost curve. The key to achieving this goal is establishing a 

A FEW MINUTES WITH…

House Majority
Leader 

Minnesota-made health insurance exchange. Now that the Su-
preme Court has upheld the Affordable Care Act as constitu-
tional, it is critical that we move forward to establish a Minnesota
exchange. For many years we have been a leader in health care
because we rendered solutions that fit the dynamics of our state.
It is my hope that my colleagues on the other side of the aisle will
join us in the construction of this tool that will undoubtedly help
many Minnesotans and small businesses secure affordable health 
coverage.

On health and human services and funding for
medical education 
Health and human services budget has been a continued target
for budget balancing. As we work to balance the budget for the 
future, we will face tough choices. The latest budget forecast again 
reveals an expected deficit that we must resolve in 2013. As to 
specifics, we have to assess where we stand. I worry about the 
loss of funding to support medical education that resulted from
the 2011 budget resolution. Minnesota is experiencing a short-
age of primary care physicians, and the loss of training funds will
only exacerbate that shortage. How we fund MERC [the Medical 
Education and Research Costs fund] into the future is a question
for the Legislature. In addition, to further training, we should
consider how to use the current health care workforce most ef-
fectively.

On being a health care practitioner and legislative 
leader
My nursing experience has had an undeniable effect on my work 
as a legislator. As a registered nurse and a legislator, I have found 
that the most effective way to resolve problems is to listen. Listen-
ing allows you to understand the root of a problem, giving you the 
best indication of how to solve it. I believe that this is the type of 
leadership Minnesotans are looking for.

Last fall, Rep. Erin Murphy (left) and other legislators met with
members of MEDPAC, the MMA’s political action committee, amongAA
them Lisa Erickson, M.D., and Janette Strathy, M.D. (pictured).

Rep. Erin Murphy, a registered nurse, has been a member of the House of 
Representatives since 2006.
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MMA seeks permission to file  
amicus brief in Avera appeal caseAA
The legal battle between Avera Marshall Medical Center’s admin-
istration and its medical staff continued in December.

Two weeks after the Avera medical staff, led by Steven Meister,
M.D., former chief of staff, and Jane Willett, D.O., chief of staff, 
filed an appeal with the Minnesota Court of Appeals, the MMA 
and AMA sought permission to provide an amicus (“friend of the 
court”) brief. They were joined in the request by the American 
Osteopathic Association, the American Academy of Family Physi-
cians and the Minnesota Academy of Family Physicians. 

Meister and Willett’s appeal follows in the wake of the Septem-
ber ruling by a Lyon County district judge that said the medical
staff bylaws do not constitute a contract between the staff and the 
hospital, and that the hospital could, in effect, unilaterally change 
the bylaws, which the hospital had done.  

“This continues to be an important case for us,” says Robert
Meiches, M.D., MMA CEO. “We feel the medical staff needs to 
maintain a certain amount of autonomy so that the physicians can
fulfill their responsibilities in matters of patient care.”

The MMA will continue to follow the case.

DFL selects health committee

With the DFL retaking control of both the 
House and Senate, there is a new crop of 
committee chairs. Fortunately, the MMA
already has established relationships with 
each leader.

The following legislators will assume
positions related to health care issues: 

Rep. Tom Huntley (Duluth)

Rep. Tina Liebling (Rochester)

SENATE

HUMAN SERVICES AND HOUSING:

HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES DIVISION: 

Sen. Tony Lourey (Kerrick)
 “The MMA has worked closely with 

these chairs for many years,” says Dave 
Renner, MMA director of state and federal 
legislation. “One is a trained nurse. One 
is a retired professor at the University 

of Minnesota Duluth Medical School. And one is a physician 
spouse. So they have a good understanding of the issues that are 
important to practicing physicians.”

numbers in terms of health care
The MMA watched with interest in early December as Minneso-
ta’s state economist released the budget forecast for the upcoming 
biennium because projected budget shortfalls could affect health
care funding.

The good news is that the state has a $1.3 billion surplus for the
current fiscal year. However, none of that money will go toward
health and human services (HHS) programs. Rather, current law 
stipulates that the surplus be used to partially repay the $2.4 bil-
lion the state borrowed from local school districts to help balance 
previous budgets.

The bad news is that the state faces a projected $1.1 billion
deficit for the period beginning July 1, 2013, through June 30,
2015. This is in addition to the deficits faced over the last five 
years.  

Within HHS programs, the forecast shows spending was 
$196 million lower than projected for fiscal years 2012-2013 
and $185 million lower than estimated for fiscal years 2014-
2015. These savings are the result of lower-than-average costs for
care provided in the Medical Assistance (MA) program, a down-
ward trend in nursing home caseloads and increased rebates the
state receives from pharmaceutical manufacturers.

The forecast is somewhat uncertain when it comes to the MA
program, however. The U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling on the Af-
fordable Care Act leaves it up to the state to decide whether to ex-
pand MA eligibility up to 133 percent of the federal poverty level. 
This forecast does not include that increase and the matching 
federal money that would come with it. Also, it puts the federal
matching money related to the earlier eligibility expansion to 75 
percent of the federal poverty level at risk. 

The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services has not yet
decided whether states will receive 100 percent of the federal 
money if they decide to expand eligibility to those at something 
less than 133 percent of the federal poverty level. 

“This is another reason why our Legislature needs to adopt the
133 percent expansion soon in 2013,” says Dave Renner, MMA 
director of state and federal legislation.

Task force begins to study opioid abuse
In mid-December, a multi-specialty task force made up of MMA
members began meeting to examine the issue of opioid addiction,
abuse and diversion. The Prescription Opioid Management Advi-
sory Task Force includes physicians from these specialties:

ADDICTION/SUBSTANCE ABUSE: Joseph Westermeyer, M.D.
ANESTHESIA: Mark Eggen, M.D.
ANESTHESIA/PAIN MEDICINE: David Schultz, M.D.
EMERGENCY MEDICINE: Christopher Johnson, M.D. and Drew 
Zinkel, M.D.

Rep. Tom Huntley

Rep. Tina Liebling

Rep. Tony Lourey 
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PAIN MEDICINE: Alfred Anderson, M.D.
PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION: Paul Biewen, M.D.
FAMILY MEDICINE: Keith Stelter, M.D.
FAMILY MEDICINE/PAIN MEDICINE: William Dicks, M.D.
HOSPICE AND PALLIATIVE MEDICINE: Donald Grossbach, M.D.
INTERNAL MEDICINE: Beth Averbeck, M.D. 
OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE: Beth Baker, M.D. 
ONCOLOGY: Tom Flynn, M.D.
RESIDENT: Zach Lopater, M.D.
STUDENT: Yael Smiley
The group’s charge is to take a proactive look at the issue from 

a physician’s point of view. The task force is expected to conclude 
its work by fall 2013. 

At the Annual Meeting in September, the House of Delegates 
(HOD) voted to postpone decisions on several governance issues 
until after further study. 

In November, that study phase officially began when the MMA
Board of Trustees voted to expand the governance task force,
which will consider instituting member-wide voting, creating 
regular policy councils and changing the structure of future an-
nual meetings.

The new task force will include more members from compo-
nent medical societies, conduct three to five meetings in the first 
quarter of 2013, provide an update to the Board of Trustees at its 
March meeting and give a final report to the Board in May.

This work is in addition to the changes that have already been 
approved by the HOD. At the Annual Meeting, the body voted 
to reduce the size of the board from 33 members to 12 to 14. The
HOD also voted to change board membership from solely geog-
raphy-based to competency-based with sensitivity to geographic 
differences. Plus, the HOD voted in favor of gaining a better un-
derstanding of member concerns by holding “listening sessions” 
throughout the state.

Maya Babu, M.D., M.B.A., a neurosurgery resident at the Mayo
Clinic and a member of the Minnesota AMA Delegation, has
been endorsed by the AMA Resident and Fellow Section (RFS)
to run for the RFS seat on the AMA Board.  Babu is one of two 
candidates for the seat. 

The election will take place at the AMA Annual Meeting in
Chicago in June 2013. If elected, Babu would serve a one-year 
term as a full voting member of the AMA Board of Trustees.

Running on the theme of “Promoting physician leadership for
the future of medicine,” Babu has been endorsed by the MMA 
as well as by the North Central Medical Conference (Iowa,
Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota and Wisconsin AMA 
delegations), the American College of Surgeons, the Congress of 
Neurological Surgeons and the American Association of Neuro-
logical Surgeons. 

Babu has been active with both the MMA and the AMA. She
serves as the RFS member on the MMA Board of Trustees, is a 
member of the MEDPAC board of directors, is a delegate to the 
AMA House of Delegates and serves on the AMA Council on
Legislation.  

“The Minnesota delegation to the AMA has had the opportu-
nity to watch Maya grow personally and in stature in the AMA,”
says Raymond Christensen, M.D., chair of the Minnesota delega-
tion. “We are thrilled that Maya has chosen to step forward as 
a candidate and we solidly support her decision. We have great 
diversity of specialty in our delegation and as a family physician I
am impressed with the inclusiveness with which she approaches 
this election. It is imperative that we all support her candidacy 
and utilize every opportunity to discuss her with our colleagues 
across the country.”

Members making a difference
On January 1, MMA member Daron Gersch, M.D., took office
as mayor of Albany, Minnesota. He will serve a two-year term. 
Previously, Gersch, who is a family physician at Albany Medical 
Center, had been on Albany’s City Council. 

In early November, MMA member Patrick Zook, M.D., be-
came the president of the Stearns Benton Medical Society. Zook 
previously served as North Central Trustee on the MMA Board of 
Trustees.

, M.D., an anesthesiology resident at the Mayo
Clinic, was the overall winner in the clinical vignette poster cate-
gory at the AMA’s interim meeting in Honolulu in November. His 
research is titled: “Size Matters: Low Sputum Volume May Impact 
the Sensitivity of Acid-Fast Smear Results.”

EDITOR’S NOTE: Keep track of news through MMA News Now, w
which is delivered to your email box free each Thursday. To sub-
scribe, go to www.mnmed.org and look for “MMA News Now” 
under the “Publications” tab.

We are also on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and YouTube.

Maya Babu, M.D., M.B.A, testifies at last summer’s AMA meeting in Chicago.
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VIEWPOINT 

Tackling prescription
opioid abuse 

The statistics are disheartening. Ac-
cording to the AMA, opioids play a 
role in 15,000 deaths and account for

more than 340,000 emergency department
visits each year. From a public health per-
spective, this is a rapidly growing problem
that already accounts for a third as many 
deaths as highway fatalities, according to
the National Highway Traffic Safety Ad-
ministration.

So, as physicians, what can we do about 
this? We could point a lot of fingers as to 
why this is happening, but we feel that the 
more prudent course is to work to find
solutions. 

To support this effort, the MMA’s Board 
of Trustees overwhelmingly approved the
formation of a Prescription Opioid Man-
agement Advisory Task Force (see p. 33 for
a list of members). The task force met for 
the first time in December. 

Its goals are to: 

physicians about the nature and extent 
of the problems associated with pre-
scription opioid addiction, abuse and
diversion

-
proving physician management of 
opioid prescribing (education, use of 
the Minnesota Prescription Drug Moni-
toring Program, controlled substance
contracts, etc.)
Identify and disseminate resources 
and tools for opioid prescribing best
practices

Facilitate MMA participation in mul-
tidisciplinary, communitywide conver-
sations and coalitions aimed at address-
ing prescription opioid addiction, abuse
and diversion.
The group, which includes physicians

with expertise in everything from treating 
substance abuse to occupational medicine 
to oncology, will continue to meet through
2013. 

Physicians, of course, are not the only 
ones concerned about this problem. Many 
others are also calling attention to the
issue, including business groups, phar-
macists, law enforcement agencies and
administrators of treatment programs. The
MMA has also heard that regulators and
lawmakers are considering ideas such as
legislating treatment protocols and man-
dating education—prospects that cause
concern.

This is a tricky issue for physicians, as 
we want to ensure appropriate access to
opioids for patients in need of pain relief 
while protecting the health and safety of 
our communities. Watch for additional
updates about this important work in the
coming months.

“We could point 

a lot of fingers as to 

why [opioid abuse] is 

happening, but we feel 

that the more prudent 

course is to work to 

find solutions.”

Dan Maddox, MMA President
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sociation was an obligation that we all
share. When my colleagues in the Zumbro 
Valley Medical Society asked me to accept 
the nomination, I was honored. Mostly, I 
just felt that it was one more capacity for 
service.

What are your main goals as 
president of the MMA?
To inspire as many of our colleagues as
possible to find the common issues that
could unite us, rather than focusing on
those things that divide us. To pursue the 

Newly elected MMA President Dan Maddox, M.D., 
receives congratulations from former presidents David 
Luehr, M.D., (left) and Thomas Stolee, M.D., at the 
2012 Annual Meeting last fall.

Afew minutes after assuming the role of 
MMA president at the Annual Meet-
ing last September, Dan Maddox, 

M.D., did something very un-presidential. 
The allergist from the Mayo Clinic 

climbed up on stage at the Minneapolis
Marriott City Center, donned a brown
shaggy wig and proceeded to “rock out,”
which entailed singing “You Really Got 
Me” with the hired band.

Sure, it wasn’t standard operating pro-
cedure for Maddox but it did demonstrate
to the other physicians in attendance that
he knew how to unwind. Over the next 12 
months, he won’t get many more chances
like that, though. The MMA faces a list 
of weighty priorities – from ensuring that 
Minnesotans are the healthiest people in 
the nation to promoting Minnesota as the
best place to practice to advancing profes-
sionalism in medicine. In other words, he
has his hands full.

Shortly after he began his year-long ten-
ure as president, we asked Maddox to pro-
vide some insight on the next 12 months. 

to become president? 
I can’t say that the presidency was some-
thing that I specifically wanted. I have
always felt that serving the medical as-

goal of a stronger profession—one that
really protects the interests of our patients 
and honors the uniqueness of every pa-
tient’s needs. The corporatization of medi-
cal care has the potential to undermine 
both patient choice and professional au-
tonomy, and resistance can only be offered 
by a strengthened profession. 

As you travel around the country, 

Minnesota apart from other states

delivered? 

In 2009, Minnesota was still an outlier
compared with all other states in terms of 
the number of physicians who were work-
ing in mega-groups and in terms of how 
tightly organized and how highly competi-
tive the entire medical marketplace was. In
the last three years, the rest of the country 
has moved in the direction led by Min-
nesota. However, I think we have at least
20 more years of experience with this type 
of environment compared with our col-
leagues. So, we can probably offer exper-
tise that they would find valuable.

It’s good to be the president: Dan Maddox, M.D., leads the band in “You YY Really Got
Me” at the Annual Meeting.
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physician make an effort to recruit
at least one physician to join the 

influenced your decision to join? 

I joined the Michigan State Medical Society 
when I was doing my clinical fellowship 
at the University of Michigan in 1979.
Although the university did not pay my 
membership dues, my faculty made it clear
that service in the medical association was 
a given. So naturally when I moved to Min-
nesota, I joined the MMA immediately 
(well, as quickly as my license was issued).   

-

the MMA? 
I think all you have to do is go over a 
few examples of some of the very anti-

MMA in actionA
Three new staff members have joined the MMA health policy 
department over the past few months: Jaime Olson, manager of 
continuing education; Juliana Milhofer, policy analyst; and Te-
resa Knoedler, policy counsel.

In November, , director of state and federal leg-
islation, provided an election wrap-up and legislative preview to
Lake Superior Family Physicians, a group of 15 family physicians
from the Duluth and Cloquet areas. Renner also attended the 
Pfizer State Medical Society Leadership Meeting in New York in
late November. Each year, Pfizer invites medical society staff from 
across the country to discuss health care policy issues. The issues 
discussed at this meeting included health care reform imple-
mentation at the state level, administrative simplification efforts,
legislation related to the development of biosimilars and academic 
detailing. Renner also participated in the monthly conference call
meeting of the AMA Advocacy Resource Center Executive Com-
mittee, of which he is vice-chair. The group discussed state medi-
cal society activities related to opioid prescribing and prescription
medication abuse. 

Eric Dick, manager of state legislative affairs, presented an 
election analysis and legislative preview to more than 100 Uni-
versity of Minnesota Medical School students in mid-November.
Opening with a discussion of the outcome of the 2012 election, 
Dick shared with the students how the results may affect health 
care and the MMA’s legislative priorities in the 2013 session. In

medical-profession regulatory enactments 
we’ve seen in recent years. Plus, point out 
how important engagement and support 
of the profession is to success in advocacy. 
This will help people understand that 
these issues are common to all our inter-
ests.

What does your role at the Mayo 
Clinic entail? 
The lion’s share of my time is spent seeing
patients with problems that fall within the
scope of allergy and clinical immunology. 
Mayo has been designated a Jeffrey Modell
Foundation Center for Immunodeficiency,
so we also see patients with primary im-
munodeficiencies. Of course, we’re also
involved with teaching medical students,
internal medicine residents and the fellows
in our allergy fellowship training program.

At a glance

MEDICAL DEGREE: 

University of Kentucky, Lexington

RESIDENCIES:

University of Michigan Hospitals,
Ann Arbor

FELLOWSHIPS:

Allergy and Immuniology, University 
of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Research, Mayo Graduate School of 
Medicine, Rochester

CURRENT POSITION: 

Consultant in Allergic Diseases at
Mayo Clinic in Rochester

mid-December, Dick gave a similar presentation at Mayo Medical
School in Rochester. Dick also attended the Lake Superior Medi-
cal Society’s legislative dinner in Duluth in November.

In mid-November, Brian Strub, manager of physician out-
reach, and Jaime Olson, manager of continuing education, 
attended the seventh annual pain conference hosted by MAPS
Medical Pain Clinics. Titled “The Pain Epidemic: Equipping Pro-
viders for an Escalating Battle,” the conference included a variety 
of physician and other speakers. In late November, Strub and 
MMA Foundation CEO Dennis Kelly attended the Range Medi-
cal Society’s annual legislative meeting in Grand Rapids. Strub 
also joined the MMA Medical Student Section leaders at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota, Twin Cities, for a lunch-and-learn discus-
sion on working with medical interpreters in early December. The 
event was co-sponsored by the Twin Cities Medical Society and
the Minnesota Academy of Family Physicians Foundation. 

In December, Olson represented the MMA at a meeting of the 
Midwest CME network in Duluth. She also attended the ACCME
(Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education) State
Medical Society conference in Chicago in mid-December.
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In our state and across the country, 
pilot projects involving both payers 
and health care providers (ie, doctors, 

hospitals and clinics) are underway in a 
massive effort to transform both the way 
we deliver and pay for health care. In Min-
nesota, three health systems were among
the first to be named Pioneer Accountable
Care Organizations (ACOs) by the Center 
for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation. In
addition, a number of hospitals are experi-
menting with approaches such as bundling
payments for treatment of certain condi-
tions. These projects target patients who
consume the most health care and who 
cost the system the most—the elderly and
those with multiple chronic conditions. 
Although these demonstration projects are
important, it should be noted that some
“innovative” and very effective models of 
care already are well-established within the
Veterans Affairs (VA) Health Care System.

The VA’s programs deserve consider-
ation for several reasons. First, VA medi-
cal centers have long focused on care of 
exactly the type of patients most important 
to the success of ACOs and other pro-
viders of geriatric care. Second, its busi-
ness model has parallels with the reform
models that the Center for Medicare and
Medicaid Innovation is now promoting.1

What the VA can teach us  
about geriatric care
Organizations wishing to form new care delivery models should look to  
two long-standing programs for veterans with multiple chronic illnesses.

BY EDWARD R. RATNER, M.D., MELISSA WEST, M.D., KRISTOPHER N. HARTWIG, M.D., AND BRUCE C. MEYER, M.D.

Regional VA medical centers’ budgets are
based primarily on a case-mix adjusted 
formula.2 In Minneapolis, the 2012 per
patient per year amount averaged $5,500.
Physicians are generally employed or pro-
vide specialty services for an hourly fee. 
Typically, when care is provided outside 
of the VA system, it is paid for on a con-
tractual basis. As a result, there is a strong
incentive to deliver care—including nurs-
ing home care, home care and hospice
services—on site and using salaried staff.
This incentive has led the VA to develop
a number of clinical models that should
now be considered by those seeking to
form ACOs and or embark on payment
bundling efforts. Two programs that merit
further examination are described in this 
article: the Community Living Center and
Home-Based Primary Care, both of which 
are being used at the Minneapolis VA 
Medical Center.

The Community Living Center
The Community Living Center (CLC) at 
the Minneapolis VA Medical Center is an 
onsite 74-bed, three-unit service that pro-
vides transitional care primarily to elderly 
veterans who require a level of care less
than hospitalization but more than can 
be delivered at home. The CLC provides

an array of services including subacute
medical-surgical care, geriatric care in-
cluding dementia and delirium evaluation,
hospice and palliative care, wound care
and rehabilitation therapies. A full range of 
medical therapies (eg, IV antibiotics, total
parenteral nutrition and tube feeding) are
offered as well.

Most patients admitted to the CLC are 
transferred from the VA’s medical and sur-
gical units, although they may be admitted
directly from outpatient clinics or other
facilities. Because the CLC is located in the
VA Medical Center, patients and nurses
have 24-hour access to the full gamut of 
hospital resources including evaluations by 
physicians and radiology, laboratory and
subspecialty services. If a patient’s condi-
tion changes, he or she can be evaluated
immediately and treated, often preventing
the need for a higher level of care.

The CLC is surveyed by The Joint Com-
mission and must meet subacute care stan-
dards; in addition, the CLC is surveyed
by the Long-Term Care Survey and must
meet VA nursing home standards. The
CLC strives to maintain a home-like en-
vironment and offers patients meaningful
recreational offerings and choice in every-
day activities. Like all Medicare- or Medic-
aid-certified nursing homes, comprehen-
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sive assessments and patient-centered care 
planning are based on the Minimum Data
Set.3 The CLC is staffed primarily by li-
censed nurses. Patients receive about three 
hours of nursing or nursing assistant care 
per day. In addition, the CLC has dedi-
cated physician-nurse practitioner teams, 
with each MD/NP team caring for a cen-
sus of about 25 patients. Onsite pharma-
cists, who specialize in working with ge-
riatric patients, help manage medications;
rehabilitation therapists offer services in 
an adjacent gym.  

The CLC has a 10-bed Palliative Inte-
grated Care Unit (PICU) for patients who
are between late-stage disease-oriented 
care and end-of-life care (hospice). Al-
though palliative care can be offered
throughout the medical center and at sat-
ellite clinics using telehealth technology,
care in the PICU makes the most sense for 
a significant number of veterans with end-
stage illness. This group includes those 
who are in their final days of life and pre-
fer not to be at home, those who require
intensive medical management of end-of-
life related symptoms (eg, pain, nausea, 
shortness of breath) and those who require
daily hospital-based interventions (eg,
radiation therapy) and are unable to travel 
to and from home. The care teams on this
unit include physicians, nurses, social
workers and chaplains. The unit also offers 
complementary therapies including aro-
matherapy, imagery, massage and energy 
healing modalities.  

The average length of stay for all pa-
tients in the CLC is 27 days, exactly the
same as for all patients under the Medicare 
skilled nursing home benefit in com-
munity nursing homes in 2008.4 For most 
patients, the goal is discharge home. Home 
discharges occur about 75% of the time.
This compares favorably to the 67% of 
admissions discharged to home or assisted 
living from Minnesota nursing facilities.5

The 30-day hospital readmission rate for 
CLC patients averages 11%, about half the
re-hospitalization rate of short-stay nurs-
ing home patients in community nursing
homes in Minnesota.6 About 20 patients 
are admitted to the PICU per month. Of 
these, about 60% die on the unit and 25% 

are discharged home, with the others 
being discharged to community nursing 
homes. 

Why is this model of care worth consid-
ering now? The CLC approach eliminates 
the barriers and delays associated with 
transfer from a hospital to a nursing fa-
cility (eg, family decision-making about
choice of home, staff time required to find 
an available bed, arranging transporta-
tion), which permits earlier focus on the 
patient’s rehabilitation or comfort and bet-
ter clinical outcomes for patients (as seen 
by reduced need for readmission to hos-
pital-level care). It also makes good use of 
excess hospital resources. Some hospitals
may have unused licensed nursing home 
beds, as hospital-based transitional care 
units were common when Medicare reim-
bursed post-acute care on a cost basis. In 
addition, because many Minnesota health
systems now employ the physicians and 
nurse practitioners who provide nursing 
home care, bringing those teams to hos-
pital-based units would not be difficult. 
For those reasons, offering in-hospital 
subacute, postacute and palliative care is
worth considering outside the VA system. 

Home-Based Primary Care
A second program that should be looked 
at is the VA’s Home-Based Primary Care 
(HBPC) program, the goal of which is
to deliver services at a patient’s home to 
prevent the need for hospitalization or
admission to a nursing home, and to keep
the veteran living independently as long as 
possible. It is available through VA medi-
cal centers and a growing number of satel-
lite clinics. 

Like the CLC, it is staffed by an inter-
disciplinary team composed of a physician 
or nurse practitioner, an RN case manager, 
a social worker, a pharmacist, a dietician, a 
psychologist and a recreational therapist. 

The Minneapolis HBPC program cur-
rently serves about 185 veterans with heart
failure, COPD, dementia and other de-
bilitating or chronic conditions. Typically, 
a nurse case manager visits the patient
weekly to monthly for medication set up 
and monitoring, nursing assessments and 
care coordination. Visits by a physician or

nurse practitioner take place at least yearly 
or as needed. Social workers, recreational 
therapists, psychologists and other profes-
sionals visit periodically or as needed. The
interdisciplinary team meets weekly to
coordinate care, reviewing each veteran’s
case every 90 days or as needed. Unlike 
Medicare-certified home-care agencies,
HBPC does not provide home-based
physical therapy, although an occupational 
therapist does perform environmental and 
functional assessments. 

Nationally, HBPC enrollment for fis-
cal year 2007 was associated with a 59%
reduction in hospital bed days, an 89% 
reduction in nursing home bed days and a 
combined reduction of 78% in total inpa-
tient days. Enrollment in HBPC also was
associated with a 21% reduction in 30-day 
hospital readmission rates. The mean total
cost of care per patient per year to the VA
dropped 24%, from $38,000 to $29,000.7

The high staff-to-patient ratio required
for such care is impossible with Medicare’s
fee-for-service reimbursement model but 
could be possible under ACO-like struc-
tures and reimbursement systems where
care is bundled.

Summary
The innovation now being demanded by 
Medicare is creating new opportunities for 
health care organizations to redesign how 
they deliver care for elderly people. For
many years, the VA Health System has ex-
perimented with ways to deliver care more 
effectively and efficiently. Hospital-based
postacute and palliative care and home-
based primary care are two examples of 
successful approaches that non-VA pro-
viders should be looking at as they move 
away from fee-for-service reimbursement 
and invent new care-delivery models. MM

Edward Ratner is an associate professor of 
medicine at the University of Minnesota, 
where he leads geriatrics education for medical 
students and others. He also directs the Home 
Care Program for the Minneapolis Veterans
Affairs Health Care System Spinal Cord Injury 
program. Melissa West is the medical director 
of the Minneapolis VAVV ’s Community Living AA
Center. Kristopher Hartwig is the medical 
director of the Minneapolis VAVV ’s HospiceAA
Palliative Care program. Bruce Meyer is the 
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medical director of Home and Community
Care at the Minneapolis VAVV  and a member of
the hospice and palliative care team.
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Using Dementia as the
Organizing Principle
when Caring for Patients
with Dementia and
Comorbidities
BY ALAN LAZAROFF,FF  M.D., LYNNE MORISHITA, G.N.P., M.S.N., GEORGE
SCHOEPHOERSTER, M.D., AND TERESA MCCARTHY, M.D., M.S., C.M.D.

Most patients with dementia have other chronic health concerns

as well. Because dementia affects every aspect of a patient’s life, its

consequences need to be considered in each care decision, including

the treatment of comorbid illnesses. In this article, we present a

framework for organizing the care of such patients around their

dementia, rather than around their other conditions.

The aging of Americaf  will inevitably
result in a significant increase in the
prevalence of dementia.f  It is estimated

that dementia affects one in eight people
older than 65 years in the United States.
That number is projected to increase by
50% by 2030.y 1,2 The most important risk
factor for cognitive impairment is increas-
ing age. Up to 50% of peoplef  older than
85 years of agef  have significant cognitive
impairment.1,2 And the number of peoplef
living to age 85 and beyond is increasing
at the fastest rate of anyf  agey  group.3 This
means physicians and other primary carey
providers will see many morey  patients with
dementia in their practices in the future.

Most people with dementia have other
health concerns as well. Ninety-five
percent of Medicaref  beneficiaries with
dementia have at least one co-existing
chronic medical condition, and most
have more than one.4 As of 2004,f  26% of
Medicare beneficiaries age 65 or older
with dementia also had coronary hearty
disease; 23% also had diabetes; 16% also
had congestive heart failure; 13% also had
cancer; and 8% also had Parkinson’s dis-

ease.5 Such patients are more likely toy  be
hospitalized than those without dementia;
they alsoy  have longer hospital stays, as
dementia influences both outcomes and
utilization patterns.6 In addition, the cost
of caref  for people with chronic conditions
is much higher if dementiaf  is also pres-
ent.5 Total 2004 health care payments for
patients with dementia were three times
the amount for those without dementia.5

Unfortunately, the additional spending
does not always lead to better medical
outcomes, nor does it achieve the patient’s
goals for care.

Because most primary carey  providers
have little training or experience caring
for cognitively impairedy  individuals, they
often treat dementia as just one of manyf
comorbidities, and one for which medical
treatment options are limited. However,
the reality isy  that dementia is a chronic,
progressive, debilitating and ultimately
fatal condition that affects every aspecty  of
a patient’s life; its consequences need to be
considered in every carey  decision, includ-
ing the treatment of comorbidf  illnesses.
In this article, we present an approach
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phone and managing money). Later, they
become unable to perform basic activities
of dailyf  livingy  (bathing, dressing, groom-
ing, using the toilet, walking and eating).8

In the final stages of thef  disease, profound
neurological disability isy  present, not un-
like that seen in the end stages of multiplef
sclerosis or Parkinson’s disease. Because
dementia is a dynamic process, patients’
impairments evolve with the disease and
must be considered accordingly. Both the
diagnosis of dementiaf  and the current and
projected impact of thef  disease must in-
form decisions over time.

support the patient is receiving at home
may bey  inadequate or that the caregiver is
overburdened (Table 1).

The Goals of Primary Care
Pharmacotherapy fory  dementia may
provide modest symptom relief, but it is
not yet possible to prevent or reverse the
progression of mostf  forms of thef  disease.
Therefore, caring for a person with de-
mentia should not focus on its cure or
even its modification. The health care
team does, however, play ay  very importanty
role in reducing the suffering that accom-
panies the disease, reducing the negative
impact on both the patient’s health and
quality ofy  lifef  as well as that of hisf  or her
family, and optimizing the management
of anyf  comorbidy  conditions. Quality ofy
life is addressed by maximizingy  a person’s
functional independence, ensuring that
he or she has adequate support, effectively
managing any behavioraly  issues that may
arise, emphasizing safety, and encouraging
socialization and community engagementy
to the extent that the person is comfort-
able with it and enjoys it. Having dementia
puts one at increased risk fork  complica-
tions that can arise from poor adherence
to medication regimens, lack ofk  recog-f
nition of adversef  drug reactions, falls,
delirium and preventable hospitalizations
(Table 2).7 Effectively addressingy  these
risks is the mark ofk  high-qualityf carey  of af
person with dementia.

Monitoring and Adjusting
Goals and Treatment
Because dementia is almost always pro-
gressive, ongoing monitoring and modifi-
cation of caref  goals and treatments will be
necessary. Early iny  the course of thef  dis-
ease, problems with memory predominatey
but are often dismissed by familyy mem-y
bers as the result of fatiguef  or inattention.
As the disease progresses, other cognitive
functions are affected, including reason-
ing, language and visual-spatial abilities.
Patients experience increasing difficulty
with performing instrumental activities of
daily livingy  (shopping, laundry, navigat-
ing transportation, taking medications
properly, cooking, cleaning, using the tele-

for achieving optimal outcomes in adults
with cognitive impairment—organizing
primary carey  around their dementia rather
than around their comorbidities.

Dementia causes impairment in memory,
information processing and judgment.
Persons with the condition have variable-
but-diminished ability to:y

understand information about their dis-
ease and treatment
report changes in their health status
follow instructionsw  regarding medica-
tion and other treatments
remember follow-up appointments and
arrange to get to these appointments
judge whether or not they needy  help or
medical care.
Dementia has a profound effect on a

patient’s ability toy  participate in his or her
own care that must be accounted for in
the clinician’s treatment plan. Thinking of
the patient as a person with dementia who
has multiple comorbidities is more effective
than thinking of thef  patient as a person
with diabetes, osteoporosis and hyperten-d
sion who also has dementia. Therefore, the
presence of dementiaf  often is the most
important thing to know aboutw  a patient
when making decisions about his or her
health care.

Because dementia gradually degradesy  a
person’s ability toy  participate in his or her
own medical care, good care requires the
assistance of af  care partner (in the early
stages) or caregiver (later on as disability
increases) who will bring the patient to ap-
pointments, participate in the visit, over-
see or supervise medication adherence,
and serve as a source of informationf  about
the patient’s progress. Identifying and
developing a working relationship with a
care partner or caregiver (often a family
member) is essential to caring for a per-
son with dementia. Physicians and other
primary carey  providers should stress the
importance of thef  caregiver and insist that
he or she attend all office visits. They alsoy
should offer them ongoing support and
look fork  clues that might suggest that the

TATT BLE 1

Signs of Inadequate Patient
Support or anr Overburdened
Caregiver

Poor medication adherence
Weight loss
Falls
Wandering and being found by
neighbors or police
Missing appointments
Decreased attention to hygiene
and grooming
Unhelpful visits to urgent care/
emergency room

TATT BLE 2

Preventing Unnecessary
Hospitalizations

Provide access to a care team
member 24/7
Develop an acute care plan for
potential emergencies that is
based on shared decision-making
and is accessible to on-call
providers 24/7
Facilitate adherence to a
medication regimen for treating
co-existing conditions
Ensure follow-up with a primary
care provider soon after a
hospital discharge
Ensure that the patient and
caregiver know what symptoms
and signs to report after a
hospital discharge
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Case Study
Your morning is interrupted by a call from theYY
emergency room. Your patient,YY Eunice M., was found
by her niece, disheveled and confused. She is being 
admitted with heart failure and “altered mental status.”
Eunice and her husband have been your patients for 
years, but Mr. M. died suddenly of a stroke a month ago.

Eunice has a history of heart failure, hypothyroidism and 
osteoarthritis. About a year ago she was diagnosed with
mild dementia. Her medical problems have been easily 
managed and well-controlled. She and her husband
had always appeared to be doing fine; he often spoke 
about their active social life.Eunice is not someone
you expected to need hospital admission.What went 
wrong?

When her husband died, Eunice lost the critical 
support he provided and was unable to administer her
medications because of her cognitive impairment. That 
led to her heart failure and a potentially preventable
hospitalization. Avoiding such situations in the future AA
will involve changing your approach and using her
dementia as the organizing principle for her care.

The first step in doing so is finding a care partner. When
Eunice came to the office for a follow-up visit after being 
discharged, she was accompanied by her niece, who is 
close to Eunice and wants to help.

The niece has been staying at Eunice’s house since she 
was discharged from the hospital. She indicated that
she found several unopened bottles of prescription
medications in a kitchen drawer. She also said Eunice’s
appetite has improved compared withbeforethe
hospitalization and that she is “better than she has been
in a while.” Such observations are important to the care 
team.

By serving as her care partner, Eunice’s niece can
continue providing her aunt’s health care providers with 
accurate information and ensure follow-through with 
recommendations and monitoring.

Next, an assessment of Eunice’s functional and cognitive
abilities will determine the level of support she will need 
to remain in her home. Assistance with medication 
management would be beneficial and can be arranged 
with the niece or a home health provider. A thorough 
medication review is warranted. The goal is to simplify 
the regimen where possible. In addition, adult day care,
engaging a professional care coordinator or respite care
should be considered, as they could help alleviate the
stress associated with caregiving for her niece.

Eunice should be as involved as possible in determining
the goals of her care. Discussions with her and her
niece about advance directives, preventive measures
and health crisis management should occur as
soon as possible and be documented. These should
be reviewed and updated regularly and with any
significant change in Eunice’s health status. Financial
matters should be considered while Eunice is capable of
participating in these discussions. Eunice and her niece 
may need legal advice as well.

Finally, as Eunice’s primary care physician, you will
need to take into account her wishes, the trajectory
of her disease and the impact of her dementia on any 
comorbid illnesses. This will maximize her ability to
remain as independent as possible and minimize her
risk of preventable adverse events and diminished 
quality of life.

Key Points in the Care of the Person 
with Dementia

Let everyone know that dementia is present
Be aware that preserving function,
maximizing quality of life and helping
patients identify and meet goals are the key
to good care
Engaging a care partner is critical for 
managing dementia and any comorbidities
Minimize caregiver burden through
education and support
Develop a care plan for potential
emergencies
Assess acute clinical changes that may not
be part of the patient’s dementia
Be aware that the chaos of acute hospital
care increases the risk of delirium
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Given this understanding, patients and
their caregivers may choosey  to forego or
reduce the intensity ofy  interventionsf  that
might otherwise be recommended for
comorbidities such as diabetes, hyperlipid-
emia or hypertension.

As dementia progresses, standard treat-
ment options carry any  increased risk ofk
adverse outcomes. For example, in a pa-
tient with advancing dementia, hypoten-
sion may becomey  a greater immediate risk
than the consequences of hypertension;f  in
such cases it may bey  appropriate to gradu-
ally increasey  the blood pressure target.
In a patient with diabetes and worsening
cognitive impairment, control targets may
be relaxed, as the danger of hypoglyce-f
mia may outweighy  any benefity  from tight
control. The risks of treatmentf  with drugs
such as warfarin (bleeding) or alendronate
(esophagitis) increase substantially iny  the
patient who may bey  unable to take medica-
tion competently, making the case against
their use unless safe administration can
be assured. The care plan for the patient
should not place unreasonable expecta-
tions on the patient or caregiver; instead,
treatment should be adapted to what can
be reasonably accomplishedy  (Table 5).

Prescribing for the

Perhaps the single best way toy  positively
affect cognition in a patient with dementia
is careful and attentive management of
his or her drug regimen (Table 6). Good
prescribing practice for the patient with
dementia requires paying special attention
to both the patient’s adherence to drug
regimens and susceptibility toy  adverse
effects of certainf  drugs. A patient with
dementia cannot be relied on to self-report
adherence to a medication regimen. In ad-
dition, the likelihood of anf  adverse drug
reaction rises sharply withy  the number of
drugs and doses taken.10 For those reasons,
the medication regimen should be simpli-
fied as much as possible. Depending on
the severity ofy  cognitivef  impairment, tech-
niques such as using pill minders or other
dispensing aids; having caregivers count
pills, supervise refills or actually dispensey
the medication in person; and limiting pa-

Patients should be seen regularly, per-
haps every threey  to six months.x  This allows
the clinician to:

monitor the progression of cognitivef
and functional impairment and adapt
the goals and treatment plan
look fork  adverse effects of medicationsf
and poor adherence to the medica-
tion regimen, signs of acutef  intercur-
rent problems and the exacerbation of
chronic disease
check onk  how thew  caregiver is coping
(Table 3).

Considering Independence
and Safety
For a person with dementia, daily lifey
poses an increased risk ofk  adversef  events
such as falls, becoming lost, car accidents,
financial exploitation and accidental drug
overdoses. The primary carey  provider who
counsels the family regardingy  the optimal
balance of safetyf andy  independence, based
on an understanding of thesef  risks in the
context of thef  patient’s (or care partner’s)
preferences, renders an invaluable service
(Table 4). Assessment by any  occupational
therapist or another member of thef  health
care team can help determine what the
patient is capable of doingf  independently
with the help of aidsf  and with which ac-
tivities the patient needs assistance. An
environmental assessment performed by
a care manager, occupational therapist or
nurse from a home care agency cany  iden-
tify modificationsy  that can be made to a
home to reduce a person’s risk ofk  fallingf
and wandering off. A visit to the home
often provides a wealth of insightf  into the
needs of bothf  the patient and family.

Weighing Treatment Options
Dementia alters the benefit/burden equa-
tion for treating comorbid illness in
several ways. First, it reduces life expec-
tancy,9 making some prevention activities
a lower priority. For example, a patient
with comorbid diabetes may noty  live long
enough for tight glucose control to reduce
microvascular complications, and the goal
of longerf  survival may bey  tempered by
the reduced quality ofy  lifef  from cognitive
impairment and functional dependency.

TATT BLE 3

Suggested Clinic Visit
Checklist

Medications
Activities of daily living
Cognition
Mood/behaviors
Adherence to treatment
New symptoms
Falls
ER visits/hospitalizations
Caregiver fatigue

TATT BLE 4

Enhancing Safety iny  the
Patient with Dementia

Assess the patient or care
partner’s comfort level with
taking risks (eg, for the patient
getting lost, leaving burners on)
Refer for home safety evaluation
Have the care partner remove
scatter rugs and clutter that can
cause falls
Have the care partner plug
nightlights in areas with poorly lit
walking pathways
Have the phone pre-dialed with
emergency contacts and make
sure the patient knows how to
use it

TATT BLE 5

Weighing Treatment Risks,
Burdens and Benefits

Consider whether the treatment
itself adds an unreasonable
“hassle factor”
Consider whether treatment
results in clinical improvement or
reduced suffering
Consider the benefits of
preventive measures and treating
co-morbidities as dementia
progresses and life expectancy
decreases
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Care Partner andr  Caregiver Issuesr
with the patient and caregiver before a crisis occurs,
paving the way fory  effective communication in difficult
situations.

Caregivers dealing with a crisis often feel overwhelmed
and may needy  urgent support to regain their footing.
Prompt attention in such situations can avert unhelpful
ER visits and the cascade of unproductive tests and
treatmentthat can sometimes follow. Increasingly,
with models such as the patient-centered medical
home, nurses and/or social workers who serve as care
managers will become an important resource to both
the patient, their caregiver and the medical provider in
addressing the many psychosocialy  issues that arise.

Acknowledging the difficulty ofy  the caregiver’s work
and the benefit it brings to their loved one is important,
as the caregiver may feely  isolated and unappreciated
even by othery  family members.y Such acknowledgement
seems to be particularly powerfuly  when it comes
directly fromy  the physician.

1. Mittelman MS, Haley WE, Clay OJ, Roth DL. Improving caregiver
well-being delays nursing home placement of patients with Alzheimer’s
disease. Neurology. 2006;67:1592-9.

Preventing Care Partner andr  Caregiver
Burden

Hold a family meeting to identify patient
goals and plan care
Offer direct contact with a staff person who
is aware of the patient/family’s goals and
care plan
Provide information on resources such as
the Senior Linkage Line and Alzheimer’s
Association that offer education, caregiver
support, help with behavioral issues and
respite care

Caring for a demented person is stressful and difficult.
Spousal caregivers are usually elderlyy andy  may bey  in
poor health themselves. Adult children have competing
demands of work and family. Those with dementia
gradually losey  the capacity toy  accurately assessy  their own
needs and can misinterpret the helpful efforts of others
as interference with their autonomy.

 The demands on the caregiver can be unrelenting.
Verbal or physical aggression, incessant repetition of
what the caregiver said and shadowing (following the
caregiver wherever she goes) can be difficult to tolerate.
But remaining at home and delaying or avoiding
institutional placement is an important goal for most
older people. Interventions that improve caregiver well-
being are available and often can delay nursingy  home
placement.1

Caregivers need help successfully managingy  these life-
altering responsibilities.The Alzheimer’s Association, the
Area Agencies on Aging and Minnesota’s Senior Linkage
Line (800-333-2433) along with other community-
based organizations offer care consultation, education,
training and support for caregivers.Such services can
reduce caregiver stress and help the caregiver manage
the patient’s behavioral issues to optimize their ability
to function safely andy  independently. Caregivers can
get respite by havingy  their loved one participate in adult
day care,y  by creatingy  a plan that divides responsibilities
among several family membersy  or by havingy  their
loved one do respite stays in an assisted living facility ory
nursing home.

Caregivers of people with dementia sometimes neglect
their own health needs and, as a result, are at increased
risk of depression and illness. If the caregiver shares a
primary carey  doctor with the person with dementia, the
physician will be aware of this and will beable to assist
the entire family iny  dealing with the stresses of caring for
their loved one. If the caregiver has a different physician,
it is appropriate to observe the caregiver’s demeanor and
remind her of the importance of continuing to care for
her own health, while she serves as caregiver.

One approach that can be effective in supporting
caregivers is to provide them with direct contact
information for a designated health care team member
who knows the patient’s care goals and plan, and who
is readily availabley  and can bypass the usual procedure
for dealing with incoming telephone calls. Ideally, the
designated team member will have a relationship
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Recognizing and treating acute illness in a
person with dementia may bey  challenging
because of thef  absence of typicalf  clues. In
patients with significant cognitive impair-
ment, acute changes in health status often
present as increased confusion, falls, loss
of appetitef  or dehydration. The relation-
ship between these presentations and the
underlying cause (eg, pneumonia present-
ing as increased confusion without respira-
tory symptoms)y  may noty  be obvious.

Because Alzheimer’s disease typically
manifests as a slow steadyw decliney  in cog-
nitive abilities, any sudden increase in
confusion should prompt an evaluation
to identify any  underlying acute cause.
Medications, infection, constipation, urine
retention, pain, myocardial ischemia, de-
hydration, sleep deprivation and dental
disease can be common causes of deliriumf
or acute mental status changes in patients
with Alzheimer’s disease.

Conclusion
Dementia is a progressive condition that
has profound consequences for every as-y
pect of life.f  Although it may bey  the least
“treatable” of af  person’s chronic medical
problems, understanding how dementiaw
affects all other conditions is the key toy
providing excellent care. Organizing care
around dementia makes it possible to avert
medical crises precipitated by they  patient’s
reduced capacity fory  self-care, thereby im-y
proving an individual’s health and quality
of lifef  while decreasing spending on care
that is ineffective or even harmful. MM

Alan Lazaroff practices internal medicine and
geriatrics in Denver, Colorado. LynneLL Morishita
is a geriatrics health care consultant. George
Schoephoerster is a geriatrician with Geriatric
Services of Minnesota in St. Cloud. Teresa
McCarthy is a geriatrician at the University of
Minnesota.

tient access to large quantities of pillsf  may
need to be considered.

Drugs with strong anticholinergic prop-
erties (including first-generation antihista-
mines, tricyclic antidepressants and drugs
for overactive bladder), sedative hypnotics
and other drugs that act on the central
nervous system are likely toy  produce de-
lirium and other CNS-related side effects
such as dizziness and balance problems
that can lead to falls. Such side effects can
be difficult to distinguish from the under-
lying neurological disease.

 The American Geriatrics Society
recently updatedy Beers Criteria for Po-r
tentially Inappropriatey  Medication Use in
Older Adultsr , an outstanding evidence-
based reference for minimizing adverse
drug events. It recommends avoiding
use of selectedf  medications in specified
situations because of thef  high incidence
of adversef  effects in older adults.  It also
recommends that patients with dementia
avoid anticholinergics, benzodiazepines
and antipsychotic drugs.

TATT BLE 6

Preventing Medication
Problems

Adverse drug reactions Stop
meds that are not indicated or do
not provide benefit
Poor medication adherence
Minimize the number of
medications; provide medication
set up and effective reminders for
patient and care partner; simplify
the regimen
Increased cognitive
impairment Avoid
anticholinergics,
benzodiazepines, H-2
antagonists, zolpidem and
antipsychotics, both chronically
and prn

Source: Beers Criteria for Potentiallyr
Inappropriate Medication Use in
Older Adults.r Available at: www.
americangeriatrics.org/health_care_
professionals/clinical_practice/clinical_
guidelines_recommendations/2012.
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Chronic illnesses and falls are among
the major causes of death and dis-
ability among older adults. More

than 80% of older adults have at least one
chronic condition and 50% have at least 
two.1 Each year, one in three persons age
65 and older falls.2,3 In 2009, older adults in
Minnesota experienced more than 29,900 
falls, resulting in 639 fatalities.4

Both chronic diseases and falls can be
costly. According to the National Council
on Aging, direct health care expenditures 
associated with chronic conditions totaled 
more than $262 billion in 2009. That same
year, the costs associated with fall-related
injuries exceeded $19 billion for persons
age 65 and older. More devastating is the 
toll chronic illnesses and falls can take on 
a person’s quality of life and ability to live 
independently.

Older people can do a number of things
to prevent or limit the effects of chronic 
disease or reduce their risk of falling,
among them eating healthfully and exer-
cising. Physicians can play an important 
role in getting them to make lifestyle 
changes. Whether it’s simply reminding 
patients that moving their body everyday 
will make them feel better or encouraging

Empowering Older Adults  
to Manage Chronic Conditions 
and Reduce their Risk for Falls
BY JEAN K. WOOD

Chronic diseases and falls are among the major causes of death and disability among people

age 65 and older. Often, they can be managed or, in the case of falls, prevented. Studies have 

shown that programs that teach people to manage their conditions or risk factors can reduce the 

chance of complications or poor outcomes that can affect their quality of life and independence.

This article reminds physicians that older adults should be encouraged to engage in preventing

disease and injury and describes two programs that have been shown to help older adults do

this: A Matter of Balance for fall prevention and Living Well with Chronic Conditions.

them to eat well, nudges from a physician 
more than anything else motivate patients 
to take steps to age well. 

Engaging Older Patients
In Minnesota, only 25% of adults age 65
years and older and 23.1% of adults ages 
55 to 64 years consume five or more fruits 
and vegetables per day.5 Older adults
as well as younger adults need to be re-
minded that this is optimal. When work-
ing with older adults, physicians should
emphasize the importance of eating a
variety of foods from all food groups so
that they get the nutrients their aging bod-
ies need. They also can emphasize that a
proper diet can prevent such problems as
heart disease, stroke, high blood pressure,
type 2 diabetes and bone loss and can help
keep muscles, bones, organs and other
body parts strong, which is important to 
fall prevention. A healthful diet also boosts
immunity and helps keep the mind sharp.

Patients also should be reminded that 
any physical activity that gets them breath-
ing harder and using their muscles is
beneficial for both preventing disease and 
reducing their risk of falling. The Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)

recommends that healthy adults age 65
years and older engage in 150 minutes
of moderate-to-intense aerobic exercise
every week as well as strength training
that works the muscles in the legs, hips, 
back, abdomen, chest, shoulders and arms
at least twice a week.6 The CDC describes
moderate to intense physical activity as
that which allows one to talk but not sing
while engaged in it.

But just encouraging patients to eat
a healthful diet and exercise may not be
enough. In some cases, referral to evi-
dence-based health promotion programs 
that address underlying issues that prevent 
older adults from making changes that 
would reduce their risk for falls or com-
plications from chronic illnesses can make
a difference. Here, we describe two such
programs, A Matter of Balance and Living
Well with Chronic Conditions.

A Matter of Balance
Poor muscle tone, decreased bone mass,
loss of balance and reduced flexibility 
caused by lack of exercise are major con-
tributors to a person’s risk of falling. Hav-
ing a fear of falling adds another dimen-
sion to the risk, as people often let their 
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and talking with their doctors and families 
about their health concerns. They develop 
these skills by focusing on three major
areas that are essential to self-manage-
ment: action planning, problem solving
and decision making. 

Randomized controlled trials and fol-
low-up studies conducted over the last 10 
to 15 years have shown the chronic disease
management approach to be effective. In 
one study, outcomes associated with six 
months of participation included the fol-
lowing:

Increased ability to exercise
Better coping strategies and symptom 
management
Better communication with physicians
More energy and less fatigue
Decreased disability
Fewer physician visits and hospitaliza-
tions.9

A follow up study found that after one 
year, participants saw these effects:

Significant improvements in energy, 
health status, participation in social ac-
tivities and self-efficacy
Less fatigue or health distress
Fewer emergency room visits
No decline in activity or functioning, 
even though there was a slight increase
in disability after one year.

After two years they saw:
No further increase in disability
Reduced health distress
Fewer visits to physicians and emer-
gency rooms
Increased self-efficacy.10

Conclusion
For older adults, prevention is critical to
avoiding the consequences of chronic con-
ditions and falls. By encouraging patients
to take steps to manage their health, physi-
cians can help them avoid these problems
and remain active and independent as 
long as possible. Evidence-based programs
such as A Matter of Balance and Living
Well with Chronic Conditions offer guid-
ance for patients living with or at risk for
these conditions. MM

Jean Wood is executive director of the 
Minnesota Board on Aging and director of the 

fears limit their physical activities, which
can lead to them to become even more
deconditioned. A Matter of Balance: Man-
aging Concerns about Falls is a program 
designed to reduce participants’ fear of 
falling and increase their level of activity 
as well as their confidence. The program
consists of eight sessions taught by trained 
coaches. Participants meet weekly or twice 
weekly for two hours. During those ses-
sions, they

Set realistic goals for staying active
Learn how to stay safe at home
Complete exercises to increase strength 
and balance
Learn how to identify and control the
fear of falling.
A Matter of Balance can make a differ-

ence. In 1998, a randomized controlled 
trial showed that individuals who took 
part in A Matter of Balance reported
increased levels of activity (P < .05) and P
greater mobility control (P < .05) immedi-P
ately afterward as compared with control 
subjects.7 A follow-up study showed that
when the program was implemented in 
a community setting and led by trained
volunteers participants’ results were com-
parable to those from the randomized
controlled trial.8

Living Well with Chronic Conditions
Living Well with Chronic Conditions
(Minnesota’s name for the Stanford
Chronic Disease Self-Management Pro-
gram) is a group workshop designed to
enable participants to build confidence
in managing chronic conditions such as
heart disease, diabetes, and arthritis and 
maintaining their health. The workshop 
takes place over six weeks with one 2.5-
hour class per week. Classes are facilitated 
by a pair of trained lay leaders and are 
held at a variety of sites including senior 
centers, senior residences, continuum of 
care campuses, community centers, clin-
ics, hospitals and churches.

During the six-week workshop, par-
ticipants receive information about their
condition and learn practical skills for 
managing their pain and fatigue, eating
healthfully, increasing their physical activ-
ity, making informed treatment choices,

Physicians can learn more about

A Matter of Balance and Living 

 at

mnhealthyaging.org or by calling 

the Senior LinkAge Line  

(800-333-2433). 
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For many older adults, driving means
independence and being able to par-
ticipate in social, medical, religious,

work or volunteer activities. But there
may come a time when a person’s ability 
to drive safely needs to be addressed. Be-
cause safe driving requires integration of 
the visual, physical, mental and cognitive
systems, each of which may be affected by 
aging, disease, medication or traumatic 
injury, driving ability tends to decline 
with age. Statistics show that older driv-
ers have more accidents per mile driven 
than the rest of the driving population 
and that their accidents often are related
to inattention or slowed visual processing
speed. Equally concerning is that the rate 
of fatalities increases with age: Because 
our bodies become more fragile as we get
older, we become less able to withstand the 
forces involved in a vehicle crash.

Having an accident, getting lost or expe-
riencing a health problem may prompt an
older adult or a family member to become
concerned about driving performance. 
In some cases, the family member may 
turn to their loved one’s physician for help 
and advice. In Minnesota, physicians are
encouraged, but not required, to report 
patients who have medical conditions that 
may have an impact on their ability to 
drive safely to the Minnesota Department 
of Public Safety’s (DPS) Medical Unit.
Physicians who report a patient in good 

SENIORS AND DRIVING

Three Stories, Three Outcomes 
BY KATHY WOODS RAKOWCZYK, OTR/L, CDRS

Physicians who care for older patients may find themselves being asked to make a

judgment about whether a person is able to continue driving. Discussing this topic is rarely  

easy for the physician or the patient. One option for physicians who find themselves in this

situation is referring the patient for an evaluation by a driver rehabilitation specialist. This 

article describes what this entails and how such an evaluation might help clarify whether a

patient can safely remain behind the wheel.

faith have immunity from legal repercus-
sion; and the identity of the reporting 
physician will remain confidential unless 
a court subpoenas the DPS records. When 
reporting a patient, the physician need 
only disclose the patient’s name, date of 
birth, home address, and a brief statement 
such as “I, as his physician, recommend 
this person’s driving privileges be revoked”
or “I have concerns regarding this person’s
driving safety.”

Individuals reported to DPS are noti-
fied of this in writing. They usually have 
30 days to comply with the requests in
the letter, one of which may be to obtain a
statement about their fitness to drive from 
a physician. A physician who does not feel
qualified to make a judgment about a pa-
tient’s ability to drive may recommend that 
the individual have a driving assessment. 

During a driving assessment, the 
driver’s abilities are evaluated by a driver
rehabilitation specialist, often a health
care professional (such as an occupational 
therapist), and/or a driving instructor who 
has been trained to plan, develop, coordi-
nate and implement driver rehabilitation 
services for people with disabilities or who
are aging. 

The driver rehabilitation specialist will 
typically complete a three-hour compre-
hensive assessment that begins with a cli-
ent interview. The driver, and sometimes 
a family member, may be asked about the 

driver’s health, medications, functional
abilities, current driving habits and the
reason for the assessment.  

After the interview, an occupational
therapist performs clinical testing to assess 
the person’s visual, physical and cognitive
skills. During that assessment, the driver’s 
visual acuity, peripheral vision, color 
recognition, depth and visual perception,
visual tracking ability and contrast sensi-
tivity will be evaluated. If the driver does 
not meet Minnesota vision standards (acu-
ity and peripheral vision) for driving, he
or she is referred to an optometrist or oph-
thalmologist for an eye exam. If that vision 
specialist documents that the driver meets 
state vision standards, the driver may re-
turn to complete the driving assessment. If 
the driver does not meet the state’s vision
standards, then he or she is ineligible to 
continue driving.

The driver’s physical abilities, includ-
ing upper and lower body coordination, 
strength, range of motion, endurance, 
reaction time and ability to turn to look 
around are also evaluated. If an indi-
vidual’s mobility is impaired, his or her
potential to drive with adaptive equipment
will be assessed. For example, someone
with right hemiparesis from a stroke may 
be able to drive using a left-foot accel-
erator pedal and a spinner knob on the 
steering wheel. Such equipment modifica-
tions might be contraindicated if there is 
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The driver rehabilitation specialist 
recommended that E.K. be allowed to 
continue driving familiar routes only 
during the day time, and that he avoid 
freeways as well as driving in bad weather 
and during rush hour. The specialist also 
discussed the effect fatigue can have on 
driving safety and alternatives to driving 
including contacting a family member for 
assistance or using alternative transporta-
tion. E.K. was receptive to the feedback 
and is expected to comply with the recom-
mendations.  

Seventy-six-year-old G.W. was referred 
for a driving assessment by his physician 
after his wife had expressed concerns. 
G.W. had been involved in an accident. 
He totaled his vehicle and took out a stop 
sign as he tried to avoid hitting a deer. 
After the accident, G.W. drove home—
about 30 miles—without his prescription 
eyeglasses, which he needs to meet state 
vision standards. The accident occurred in 
the early morning when it was still dark. 
It was also raining. He did not contact the 
police. 

G.W.’s medical history includes two 
strokes about 10 years ago, resulting in de-
creased mobility in his right foot as well as 
speech changes. Family members also re-
ported potential for cognitive impairment. 
After his strokes, G.W. stopped driving for 
a period on his physician’s recommenda-
tion. Then, he switched physicians and his 
new doctor gave him the OK to return to
driving. Family members refuse to ride 
with G.W. 

G.W. reported that he sometimes uses
his left foot on the gas pedal because of the 
impaired mobility in his right leg. His in-
sight was poor in terms of recalling events 
leading to the driving assessment, and he 
seemed to lack appreciation for the acci-
dent and his actions.

E.K., an 85-year-old retired researcher, 
was referred by his physician for a driv-
ing assessment after he received a letter 
from the State of Minnesota requesting a 
physician’s statement about his fitness for 
driving. A good Samaritan had reported 
that E.K. had fallen asleep at a traffic light. 
During his assessment, he admitted he was 
exhausted that day because he was caring 
for his wife who had been ill. He said he 
hoped to continue driving familiar routes, 
including freeways and downtown, but 
that he already avoided night driving.

Vision testing revealed that he met the 
state’s standards for driving in terms of 
peripheral vision and visual acuity but that 
he had difficulty with binocular fusion, 
depth perception and contrast sensitivity. 
He scored within functional limits for sign 
recognition, judgment, problem solving, 
visual perception, short-term memory, 
orientation, map reading and for the phys-
ical skills used in driving. He scored in the 
low- to moderate-risk category on a visual 
divided attention task in which he was 
asked to discriminate between two objects 
in the central field of view while simul-
taneously identifying the location of an 
object in the peripheral vision. Drivers use 
this skill when they have to discriminate 
between a red or green light and notice a 
pedestrian on the side of the road.  

During testing, E.K.’s processing speed
varied and he had difficulty with situ-
ations requiring divided attention. He 
remained alert and attentive throughout 
clinical testing and did not appear drowsy. 
During the on-the-road assessment, E.K. 
applied the rules of the road and was 
aware of his environment. A slight delay 
was noted in his identification of traffic 
control at various intersections especially 
on unfamiliar routes.

concern about the person’s ability to learn 
new tasks.

Cognition testing includes assess-
ment of a person’s insight into his or her 
functional abilities, ability to divide their
attention, information processing speed,
memory, orientation and problem-solving
skills. 

The behind-the-wheel assessment is
done using a vehicle outfitted with safety 
equipment including an evaluator brake. 
During the on-the-road portion, the 
driver rehabilitation specialist assesses
the driver’s ability to apply the rules of the
road, their awareness of their environment 
and their physical ability to control the
vehicle. The driver rehabilitation specialist 
may provide instruction on safe driving to
see if the person being tested can improve 
his or her driving and retain new informa-
tion. 

After the drive, the driver rehabilitation
specialist reviews the findings, identifies
concerns and makes recommendations. 
Among the options:

Return to or continue driving with no 
restrictions
Return to or continue driving with 
restrictions such as no night driving, 
no rush hour driving, driving familiar
routes only, driving only a certain dis-
tance from home or no freeway driving
Complete lessons to further determine 
driving safety 
Complete lessons to train a driver to use 
adaptive equipment
Refer for therapy
Cease driving.
If the driver rehabilitation specialist

recommends that a person stop driving, 
information about alternative transpor-
tation such as Metro Mobility or other 
services available in their area is provided. 
These resources, as well as family and 
community support, are critical to helping 
a person adjust to the change in lifestyle 
and remain as involved in their usual ac-
tivities as possible. 

Three Cases 
The following examples illustrate how the 
process works for individuals who have
different needs and problems. 

A Great Resource for Physicians

The American Medical Association (AMA) has an excellent resource for
physicians: AMA Physician’s Guide to Assessing and Counseling Older Drivers.
The guide is online at: www.ama-assn.org/ama/pub/physician-resources/
public-health/promoting-healthy-lifestyles/geriatric-health/older-driver-safety/
assessing-counseling-older-drivers.page.
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Discussion
These case studies illustrate the fact that
aging drivers are not all alike and that age
alone does not define one’s ability to drive 
safely. Rather, a person’s vision, cognition, 
physical abilities and insight are the crtical 
factors to consider in determining driving
safety.  

If a physician feels a patient is unsafe to
drive, the physician may report that per-
son to the Minnesota DPS or recommend 
an evaluation by a driver rehabilitation
specialist who can provide an objective as-
sessment of the patient’s abilities.

In some cases, such as that of G.W., the
evaluation may indicate that the person 
should stop driving altogether. In others, it 
may mean that they need to restrict their
driving to familiar places and daylight 
hours or that they need to fit their car with
adaptive devices. In the case of F.D., for 
example, a therapeutic intervention might 
allow him one day to return to driving.

Transitioning to being a nondriver can
be life-changing. Older individuals may 
be afraid to try using alternative forms of 
transportation and may discontinue doing
activities they used to enjoy. Persons who 
are told they can no longer drive may 
feel angry, fearful and frustrated and may 
experience depression as a result. Physi-
cians are encouraged to offer assistance to
patients who experience negative feelings 
after they cease driving. 

Physicians often are asked to make
determinations about whether an older 
patient should continue driving. These 
are not always easy decisions to make, and 
conversations with patients or their family 
members about driving can be difficult.
Enlisting the help of a driver rehabilitation
specialist, who can help quantify driving 
ability and skill, can be helpful. The goal
in all cases is to make sure that the patient
and the public remain safe. MM

Kathy Woods Rakowczyk is an occupational 
therapist, certified driver rehabilitation 
specialist and licensed driving instructor at 
Courage Center.

any residual deficits from the brain injury. 
His wife, however, reported that he had
slower processing speed and decreased re-
ceptive language skills. He had also elected 
to stop his therapies. He received approval 
from his physician to drive in a parking
lot with a family member but wanted to 
return to unrestricted driving. He was re-
ferred for a driving assessment.

In testing, F.D. met vision standards 
for driving. His physical ability to operate 
a motor vehicle was sufficient; however, 
his gas-to-brake reaction time was slower
compared with that of other men in his 
age group. The driving evaluator needed
to repeat directions because F.D. had dif-
ficulty comprehending them. He also had 
significant trouble recognizing signs, solv-
ing problems, and performing a divided-
attention task. He also exhibited slowed 
processing, impaired short-term memory,
poor concentration, vision problems and
inability to complete a map-reading task.

During the on-the-road assessment, the 
evaluator needed to use the brake when
F.D. did not yield to cross traffic at an in-
tersection. In addition, he turned the car 
very slowly. At one intersection, when the 
left-turn arrow turned green, he proceeded
through the intersection so slowly that the
light turned red before he cleared it. F.D.’s
ability to manage speed during turns did 
not improve following feedback from the 
evaluator. Several times he crossed the
center line into the oncoming traffic lane 
and slowed when there was no need. The
evaluator needed to cue him that he was 
driving on the shoulder of the road instead
of in the actual lane and intervened to
avoid hitting a curb on a right turn. Over-
all, F.D. lacked insight about his driving
and any safety issues it might be causing.  

The driver rehabilitation specialist ad-
vised F.D. not to drive at this time. He rec-
ommended that F.D. and his spouse follow 
up with his health care team to determine
if he could restart therapy. Then, if his
abilities improved, he could be reassessed
for a return to driving. In the meantime,
alternative transportation options were
discussed.

G.W. met the state’s vision requirements
for driving, but his binocular fusion and 
depth perception were impaired. He had
impaired contrast sensitivity as well. Test-
ing revealed poor sign recognition, dif-
ficulty with visual perception and slowed
processing. He also scored in the high-risk 
category on a cognitive divided attention 
task but within functional limits for prob-
lem solving. 

During the on-the-road assessment, the
evaluator intervened several times to pre-
vent potential accidents because of G.W.’s 
high-risk driving behaviors. Twice at two-
way stop-sign-controlled intersections, the 
driving evaluator applied the brake when
G.W. failed to yield to cross traffic that 
was not required to stop. Because of chal-
lenges with divided attention, his visual 
scanning was limited, resulting in him 
missing important traffic signs. He lacked
awareness of the risk when he approached 
utility vehicles parked on the side of the 
road, and he did not shift his path of travel
away from the workers. Depth perception 
issues were also noted.  G.W. used his left 
foot to brake a couple of times. This is a
concern because it can slow reaction time
and increase a driver’s risk of hitting the 
wrong pedal.

The driver rehabilitation specilist rec-
ommended that G.W. cease driving. G.W.
declined to sign a consent form allowing
release of the report to his physician and
instead said he would provide a copy to 
his doctor. The evaluator was concerned 
that he would not comply with the recom-
mendation. Family members were present
(G.W. had given consent for this) to hear 
the recommendation and were provided
with information about alternative trans-
portation options. They also were encour-
aged to follow up with G.W.’s health care
team.

F.D., a 76-year-old retired mechanic,
suffered a traumatic brain injury nine 
months prior to presenting for a driving 
assessment. Two months after his initial
brain injury, F.D. was hospitalized for a 
subdural brain bleed. After both the injury 
and the subsequent bleed, he participated 
in inpatient and outpatient occupational, 
physical and speech therapy. F.D. denied 
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Chronic conditions affect people of all
ages, but the extent of their impact 
differs dramatically across the lifes-

pan. Overall, the conditions that are most 
common among older adults require more
care, are more disabling and are more dif-
ficult to treat than the conditions that are 
more common among younger people.1

The number of older adults with such
conditions will continue to grow as the
population ages. Between 2005 and 2030,
the number of people age 65 years and
older in Minnesota will more than double 
(from 620,000 to 1.3 million). The num-
ber of those age 85 and older will nearly 
double as well, rising to 163,000.2 More 
than 80% of older adults have at least one
chronic condition, and 50% have at least
two.3 More than two-thirds of health care
spending goes toward treating such condi-
tions, and among older adults, almost 95%
of health care expenditures are for chronic 
illnesses.4 Some of the cost understandably 
stems from the need for the continuous 
management of these conditions; however,
a portion also arises from complications
experienced during care transitions.

Care transitions are critical junctures in
older patients’ lives. In a 2003 article pub-

Facilitating Care Transitions for 
Older Adults
BY JEAN K. WOOD

Successful transitions between care settings can reduce the chance of complications for 

older adults with complex health conditions. Ensuring good transitions involves not only 

executing a well-thought-out medical plan but also referring patients to support services 

in the community and attending to the needs and well-being of their caregivers. This 

article describes why these factors are so important and how physicians can use Minnesota 

resources to improve care transitions. 

lished in the Journal of the American Geri-
atrics Society, the University of Colorado’s
Eric Coleman, M.D., M.P.H., pointed out 
that poorly executed care transitions re-
sult in a multitude of adverse effects that
have wide-ranging consequences for both
patients and their caregivers.5 He noted
that the care process can break down at
a number of points, including during the
preparation of the patient and caregiver,
during medication reconciliation, during
transport of the patient and during follow-
up visits.5 A breakdown at any point can 
lead to medication errors, lack of compli-
ance with the care plan, or an avoidable
hospital admission or readmission. 

What can we do to ensure that patient 
care does not break down during care
transitions? Research has shown that two
factors are critical to how well a patient
fares during a care transition: 1) connect-
ing the patient to health-related support
services that are available in their home
community and 2) providing support
for the family member who serves as the
primary caregiver and actively involving 
them in the discharge process.6

The Role of Health-Related Supports
Providing assistance with transportation,
meals, medications, housekeeping and
other daily needs often enables an older
adult to better make the transition from
hospital to home, regardless of whether 
they have had an acute illness or are man-
aging a chronic disease.7 Such health- 
related supports are also important over
the long haul as they reduce the risk of 
hospitalization and complications when 
age and chronic disease combine to in-
crease frailty.8 Examples of supports in-
clude the following:

Assistance with Medicare Part D or
other prescription drug payment issues,
as well as with medication management 
Delivery of meals, including those that 
meet special dietary needs or personal 
preferences, to support adequate nutri-
tion
Transportation to ensure that older 
adults are able to follow through on re-
ferrals and access community services
Help with chores, homemaker services
and home modifications to create an ac-
cessible and safe environment
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For those reasons, ongoing communi-
cation with and involvement of the family 
caregiver is critical to successful transi-
tions.

Support for the caregiver is also im-
portant. Caregivers providing 21 or more
hours of care per week are more likely to
report worsening health than those pro-
viding 20 or fewer hours of care per week.
Caregivers providing 21 or more hours
of care weekly also are more likely to be
older than 60 years of age, female, retired,
involved in caring for longer periods of 
time, living with the person they care for,
and slightly more likely to have a physical
limitation than those providing less care.
Longer periods of care are also associated
with greater levels of stress and a higher
prevalence of depression.12

Respite services can provide a caregiver 
with a much needed break. In addition,
evidence-based education programs such
as Powerful Tools for Caregivers can equip 
caregivers with the skills they need to help
their loved one manage chronic illnesses. 
During a one-on-one consultation with a
caregiver, a physician or other expert can
focus on the needs of the caregiver and
help the caregiver take action to maintain
his or her own health. Such support is 
especially helpful for persons supporting
a loved one with Alzheimer’s disease or
another form of dementia. MM

Jean Wood is the executive director of the 
Minnesota Board on Aging and director of the 
Aging and Adult Services Division, Minnesota
Department of Human Services. 

Self-management programs that teach 
older adults to better manage their
chronic conditions
Evidence-based interventions that help
older adults reduce their risk for falls.
Most of these services are available on

a sliding-fee scale. Services are offered by 
publicly subsidized, private and volunteer
providers. As of October 1, 2012, Min-
nesota law requires that all state-certified 
health care homes and hospitals refer 
at-risk older adults to the Senior LinkAge 
Line to receive care plan follow-up and
connection to health-related supports (see
“Connecting to Health-Related Support
Services”). To learn more about the refer-
ral protocol that is being implemented 
statewide visit www.mnaging.org/en/Ad-
visor/LTCCE.aspx. 

The Role of Family Caregivers in 
Care Transitions
Family caregivers are especially important
during care transitions. In Minnesota,
family caregivers provide 92% of the sup-
port needed by older adults.9 This includes 
complex nursing care, cognitive support
and care management. In 2006, an esti-
mated 610,000 caregivers were living in
Minnesota, comprising approximately 
16% of the adult population.10 The average 
caregiver is a 50-year-old woman caring
for her 77-year-old mother who has a 
long-term physical condition. She is likely 
to be working in a paid job (55% of cases)
and has been caregiving for an average of 
four years.

Family caregivers play a significant role
in providing support to and managing the
health status and care of their loved ones.
According to a nationally representative 
survey of family caregivers by the AARP
Public Policy Institute and the United
Hospital Fund:

46% of family caregivers perform medi-
cal/nursing tasks for care recipients with
multiple chronic physical and cognitive
conditions
78% of family caregivers manage mul-
tiple medications on behalf of the care
recipient
53% of family caregivers frequently 
serve as care coordinators.11

Connecting to Health-Related Support Services

The Minnesota Board on Aging oversees a statewide network of agencies that
provide an array of social services for older adults and their family caregivers.
Information about these services can be accessed either online (www.
minnesotahelp.info) or through the Senior LinkAge Line, the Minnesota Board
on Aging’s free information and assistance service (800-333-2433).

Senior LinkAge Line staff will be able to help physicians, family members or 
older adults themselves locate services in the patient’s neighborhood and  
help create a plan for use of in-home supports. In addition, they can connect 
overwhelmed family caregivers with respite care, support groups and 
caregiver consultants.
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michelle@whitesellmedstaff.com 
www.whitesellmedstaff.com

Look for ther  friendly doctor
in a MN based physician

Pathologist

Seeking FT/PT, BC/BE, AP/CP Pathologist for
community hospital-based general pathology

practice in smaller town Minnesota lake country
setting. Competitive salary and benefits.

mspanbauer@dchospital.com

AD INDEX
AFFILIATEDAA  COMMUNITY MY EDICAL CL ENTER | karib@acmc.com

ALEXANDRIA CA LINIC | alexclinic.com

ATHENA HA EALTH | athenahealth.com/MM

AUDIOLOGY CY ONCEPTS | audiologyconcepts.com

CUYUNA REGIONAL ML EDICAL CL ENTER | cuyunamed.org

FAIRVIEW HW EALTH SYSTEM | fairview.org/physicians

HENNEPIN COUNTY MY EDICAL CL ENTER | hcmc.org/bestofhennepin

HEARING HEALTH CLINIC | HearingHealthClinic.net 

HEALTHPARTNERS MEDICAL GRL OUP | healthpartners.jobs

HOSPITATT LISTS OF NORTHERN MI | michiganhospitalists.com/careers

LAKE REGION HEALTHCARE | lrhc.org

LAKE REGION HEALTHCARE | bjmiller@lrhc.org

MAYO CLINIC CENTER FOR INNOVAVV TIOAA N | mayo.edu/transform/

MAYO SCHOOL OF CONTINUOUS PROFESSIONAL DL EVELOPMENT |
mayo.edu.cme/anesthesiology-2013r979

MINNEAPOLIS VAVV  HA EALTH CARE SYSTEM | usajobs.gov

MINNESOTATT  PRA ESCRIPTION MONITORING PROGRAM |
pmp.pharmacy.state.mn.us

MMIC | MMICHealthIT.com

MULTICARE ASSOCIATESAA OF THE TWITT N CITIES | multicare-assoc.com

OLMSTED MEDICAL CL ENTER | olmestedmedicalcenter.org

SANFORD CLINIC NORTH | PhysicianRecruitment@sanfordhealth.org

SANFORD HEALTH BEMIDJI | sanfordhealth.org

SANFORD HEALTH BEMIDJI | Celia.Beck@sanfordhealth.org

SENIOR LINKAGE LINE | MinnesotaHelp.info

SIOUX FAX LLS VAVV  HA EALTHCARE SYSTEM | siouxfalls.va.gov

SPECTRUM HEALTHCARE RESOURCES | joseph_day@spectrumhealth.com

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTATT  OA FFICE OF CME |  cme.umn.edu/online

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTATT  PA HYSICIANS | AccessUMP.org

UPTOWN DERMATOLOGAA Y ANY D SKINSPAPP | UptownDermatology.com

VAVV  MA EDICAL CL ENTER - ST.TT  CLOUD | Sharon.schmitz@va.gov

WELCYON | welcyon.com/outofthebox

WHITESELL ML EDICAL SL TATT FFING, LTDLL . | whitesellmedstaff.com

WINONA HA EALTH | winonahealth.org
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Minneapolis VA 
Health Care System

TTheThTheTT  Minnneapolis VAAA H Health Carererereeereree Sy stem
issss aa  3 341-b-bed tertiary-carerere fa cilityyyyyyy afaffififififililililii lillilil ateateataataaa dddddddddddfififififififi
witwittthh th t e UUniversity of Minnenn sotta.aa.aaaaaaa.a OO OuO rrr
patpatienent poppulation anananaanananand case mimm x is
chachallellenging nggggg anan ananana anannddddd ex exex ccitcc ingngngngngngngngnggg, providinddi g care
tot  veveterteransa  anannnddddddddd ac  a tive-dutyutyutyutyutyutytyuttyy pe pp p p ppp rsonnennnn l.
TThee TwTwinin Citiees offfffferff s excellenenennenenenenenttttttttt living
annd cucultuturalr  oppoooooroo tununnnununnununitiitiitiititiitiitiitit es.eeseeeseees  LLiLLiLiLLLLLiicense in
anyy sttttateateaa  re r quirededdddd. MaM lpractactctctcttticiceiceicecicecceicecicec  provided.
Appplicccciclii anantantanann ss must bbe BE/BC.

Opportunities for full-time and 

part-time staff are available in 

the following positions:

Chief, Radiation Oncology

Chief, Surgery/Specialty Care Director

Chief, Emergency Medicine

Associate Chief, Dental

Cardiac Anesthesiology

Compensation & Pension Examiner

Emergency Medicine

Gastroenterology

Internal Medicine or Family Practice
Gene eraer l Medicinne ClCliniinicc
Posstt DeD ploymentt  Cliniinicc

Hematology/Oncology

Hospitalist

Outpatient Clinics: Internal Medicine 
or Family Practice  
Maplewood, MN
Ramsey, MN
Rochester, MN
Chippewa Falls, WI
Rice Lake, WI

Outpatient Clinics: Psychiatry  
Superior, WI
Ramsey, MN
Rice/HHHHHaywaywaywaywaywyyaa ard,y , WWI–V-tel & on-site
MaMaMapMaMaMa lewood, MN–V-tel & on-site

Medical Director, Rochester 
Outpatient Clinic 

Pathology

Radiation Oncology

Rheumatology

Spinal Cord Injury and Disorder

 
 sa salararlaryyy anana ddyyy  beb nefidd  tsfi  with

recruitment/nt/relrelocaocatiotiotionnn in inincence tive and

performancee papayy popossississiblebleble..y

For more informatmationion::

Visit www.usajobs.gov

or email Brittany.Sierakowski@va.gov

EEO employer

St. Cloud VA
Health Care System
Brainerd | Montevideo | Alexandria

St. Cloud VA
Health Care System
is accepting applications for the
following full- or part-time positions
at St. Cloud, Alexandria,
Montevideo or Brainerd:

Interested applicants can mail or email your CV to VAHCS
Sharon Schmitz (Sharon.schmitz@va.gov)

4801 Veterans Drive
St. Cloud, MN  56303

Or fax: 320-654-7650 or Telephone: 320-252-1670, extension 6618

US Citizenship required or candidatesr  must have proper authorizationr  to work ink  the US.

J-1 candidates are now beingw  accepted for ther  Hematology/Oncology positions.y

Physician applicants should be BC/BE. Applicant(s) selected for ar  position may bey  eligible for anr  award
up to the maximum limitation under ther  provision of thef  Education Debt Reduction Program.  Possible
relocation bonus. EEO employer.

Competitive benefit package

Internal Medicine/Family Practicey

Pain Specialist

Psychiatrist

Radiologist

Urgent Care Provider (MD)r

ENT

Medical Director -r  Extended Care and
Rehab (IM or Geriatrics)r

Director, Primary andy  Specialty Mediciney
(Internal  Medicine)

Disability Examinery  (Nurser  Practitioner)

Associate Chief, Primary andy  Specialty Mediciney
(Internal Medicine)

Geriatrician

Hematology/Oncology (Part-time)y

Hospice/Palliative Care Physician

Primary Care Position
Caring for America’s Veterans

in Hibbing, Minnesota
Joseph Day

joseph_day@spectrumhealth.com
Phone  . .    AA D

What do you want 
from your career?

40 Hour Work Week
ull ene ts

No Call, Weekends or Holidays
Paid ime 
Any State License Accepted

Contact Jocelyn Cox 
at 612-623-2880 or 

jcox@mnmed.org
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Tick-borne Diseases UpdadatedateeReversing the HIV EpidemiicicA Doctor Returns to Somaaliaaalia
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A L S O  I N S I D E :

Why go Greek

Was there ever a

golden age of 

medicine?

Well-being takes 

center stage

break out of your box
break out of your box

15 ways to

PROMOTE COLLE
GIALITY 

among physician
s
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Family Medicine
St. Cloud/Sartell, MN

We are actively recruiting exceptional part-time or full-time
BC/BE family medicine physicians to join our primary care team
in Sartell, MN. This is an out-patient only opportunity and does
not include labor and delivery or hospital call and rounding.
Our current primary care team includes family medicine, adult
medicine, OB/GYN and pediatrics. Previous electronic medical
record experience is preferred, but not required. We use the
Epic electronic medical record system at all of our clinics and
admitting hospitals.

Our HealthPartners Central Minnesota Clinics – Sartell moved
into a new primary care clinic in the summer 2010. We offer a
competitive salary, an excellent benefitfi  package, a rewarding
practice and a commitment to providing exceptional patient-
centered care. St. Cloud/Sartell, MN is located just one hour
north of the Twin Cities and offers a dynamic lifestyle in a
growing community with a traditional appeal.

Apply on-line at healthpartners.jobs or contact
diane.m.collins@healthpartners.com or call Diane at
800-472-4695 x3. EOE

hea l t hpa r t ne r s . com

Fairview Health Services
Opportunities to fit your life

Fairview Health Services seeks physicians to improve the health 
of the communities we serve. We have a variety of opportunities 
that allow you to focus on innovative and quality care. Shape 
your practice to fit your life as a part of our nationally recognized, 
patient-centered, evidence-based care team.

Whether your focus is work-life balance or participating in clinical 
quality initiatives, we have an opportunity that is right for you:

Dermatology

Hospitalist

fairview.org/physicians

recruit1@fairview.org.
Sorry, no J1 opportunities.

fairview.org/physicians
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Join an established, highly regardedy
             multi-specialty organization 
     in beautiful west central Minnesota

Trauma Level 3 Emergency Department
12-13,000 visits annually
Variable shifts
Clinical, diagnostic, and therapeutic 
evaluation of patients
Excellent sub-specialists for consultation and 
back-up
Relocation assistance
Competitive salary and benefit package

Lake Region needs skilled physicians who work
well as a team and are dedicated to LRLRLRLRH’sH sH sH s gogoalal ofof
becomiomiomiom ngngng ththththeee araraa ea’’s preeminent regional healthcare
partner. Located along I-94, Fergus Falls offers
the best of small-town living with easy access
to large city amusements, quality schools, active
arts organizations, and four seasons of fun in
Minnesota’s lakes country.

For more information, contact
Barb Miller, Physician Recruiter 
bjmiller@lrhc.org  (218) 736-8227  

Our EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT position entails:

An equal
opportunity 

employer

The perfect matcht  of
career andr lifestyle.d

Affiliated Community Medicaly Centers is a physiciana owned multi-
specialty groupy  with 11 affiliated sites located in western and southwestern
Minnesota. ACMC is the perfect match for healthcare providers who are
looking forg an exceptional practice opportunity andy a higha  quality ofy life.f
Current opportunities available for BE/BC physicians in the following
specialties:

For additionalr  information,l  please contact:

Kari Bredberg, Physician Recruitment
karib@acmc.com, 320-231-6366

Julayne Mayer, Physician Recruitment
mayerj@acmc.com, 320-231-5052

ENT

Family Mediciney

Hospitalist

Infectious Disease

Internal Medicine

Med/Peds Hospitalist

OB/GYN

Oncology

Ophthalmology

Orthopedic Surgery

Outpatient Internist/
Geriatrician

Pediatrics

Psychiatry

Pulmonary/Critical Care

Radiation Oncology

Rheumatology

Urologist

Sanford Health — ththhee NaNatiotion’sn’  lalargergest,st, no non-pn-profirofitt ru ruralral hehealtalthh sy systestem
is redefining healtth cac re.r  SeServirvingn  nonorthrthweswesterternn Mi Minnennesotsota anandd ea eastesternr
NorNorth Dakota,a  we ofo ferfer ininnovovatiat veve te technchnoloology,gy, susuppopportrt o of a mumultiti-spspe-
ciaaltyl  organizatiotion anandd dedepenpendabdablee co collelleaguagues.es. SaSanfonford’rd’s emmploploymeymentnt
modele  feeatuuresr  mamarkerkett cocompempetittitiveive sasalarlary,y, co comprmpreheehensin vee beb nefinefits,ts  pap id
malmalprapractiticec  ininsururancance anandd aa ge genernerousous re reloclocatiationon ala lowo ancnce.e  Good cacall
arranga emeentst  anndd momoderdernn we well-ll-manmanageagedd co c mmummunitnity-owned hospip talt s.
Startingg incenntivtivess ava ailailablab e.e  No Nott su subjebjectct toto H1H1BB cacaps.ps  AAAA/EO/EOE

Currenntlyy seseekiekingngyy  BC BC/BE/BE phphysiysiciaciansnsE  inin::

ToToToo le leeararnarn mommommomoorere ababboutoutoutouut thth theseeseseseettt  exex exexcelcelcelc lenlenenl tttt op oppporporpo tunititiiiesesesesttt
andandandnd ththththt eeeeeeeeeeddd cccoco coco coc co c commummummummummumm nitinitiesiies we we se serveverveveve cococc ntanntact:ct:ct:ct:ct:t:
SanSanSanSanSa forforforforfo dddd He He HeHe Healtaltthhh Ph Physiysiysy ciciaciaciac nn PlPllaceacea eacememenmenmenmenttttt OfOfO ficficeficeec
EMAEMAEMAEMAEM ILIL:LILL: PhPhPhPh P ysiysisissiiisiysisiysisiccciaciaciaciacianRenRenRenRnR crucrucrucrucruitmitmitmmententn @sa@sanfonfonfofoordhrdhdhrdhd ealealealea th.th.th.th.orgorgorgorggrg
PHOHOHOPHOHOONE:NNE:NE:NE: (7 (7 (7(701)01)01)01) 282828 28280-40-40-40-40-485685685685685
FAXFAXXAXAX::: (7 (7 (7 (701)01)01)01)01) 2828 2828 2 0-40-40-444136313613613

WoW rk in thehe heaartrt ooff
MMinneesottaa’ss llaakkee ccoouunnttrryy

ALEXANDRIA
Dermatma oloology
Fammilyily MeMediccinene
Hospitp alia stst
Internalal MeMedicdicineine
OB/GYNGYN

DETROIT LAKES
DerD matmatoloologygy
Familyy MeMedicdicinene
GenGeneraral SuSurgerg ryy
Internal MeM dicdicinen
PedPediata ricricss

MOORHEAD
Family Medicinene

WHEATON

FaFamFaFamamilyilyylyyyy MeMeMM dicicccd cineineineinei

EAST GRAND FORKS
DerDermatmatoloologygy
ENTENT
FamFamilyily MeMedicdicineine
IntInternernalal MeMedicdicineine
MedMed/Pe/Pedsds
OrtOrthophopediedicc Su Surgergeryry

NEW YORK MILLS/PERHAM
FamFamilyily MeMedicdicineine
OrtOrthophopediedicc Su Surgergeryry

THIEF RIVER FALLS
FamFamilyilyy MeMeMeMedicdicdicdicd ineneineineine
GenGenGenGenneraeraeraeraeer llll Su SuSuSuurgergergergegeryryryryyyy
HosHosHosHosHospitpitpitpitpitalialialiaaalistststtstst
IntInttternernal MeMMeMedicdicdicdicineineineine
PodPodPodPPoPoPo iatiatattatryryryyy
UroUUrorolllogloglololo yyy

Contact Cathy Fangman cfangman@winonahealth.org  
 Winona, MN 55987  800.944.3960, ext. 4301  winonahealth.org

  

 

Join our progressive healthcare team, full-time 
opportunities available in these areas:

Winona, a sophisticated community nestled between
beautiful bluffs and the mighty Mississippi— kayak thek
rivers, fish the streams, watch the eagles, take in world-class
performances during the Beethoven and Shakespeare
festivals and stand inches away fromy a Van Gogh at the MN
Marine Art Museum. Learn more at visitwinona.com.

  Dermatology
  Family Medicine
  Hospital Medicine

 

  Internal Medicine  
  Orthopedics
  Oral Surgery

  Pediatrics
  Podiatry
  Urgent Care  

W

Boating,      
   Beethoven, 
Bluffs and more!

www.winonahealth.org  
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Contact: Todd Bymark, tbymark@cuyunamed.org
(866) 270-0043 / (218) 546-4322  |  www.cuyunamed.org

We invite you to explore  
our opportunities in:

World-class trails,
World-class careers. Photo by:o Aaron: W.n  Hautala

Employment Opportunities:The Alexandria Clinic, P.A.
is a multi-specialty groupy

practice. We are located two
hours west of thef  Twin Cities
on I-94 in the heart of Lakesf
Country. Alexandria offers

year-round recreation for the
whole family andy is home to
a service area approaching

100,000 people and over 1000
growing businesses.

We’re easy toy  get tot
and hardd  tod  leave!

     Dedicated to Your Health and Wellness

 Pediatrics  Family Practice 
 Oncology  Dermatology
 Neurology  Rheumatology
 Internal Medicine    OB/GYN
 Emergency Room Physicians

For more information, contact:
Alexandria Clinic

Attn: Tim Hunt, Administrator
610-30th Ave W,

Alexandria, MN 56308
Phone: (320) 763-2540

email: thunt@alexclinic.com
www.alexclinic.com

D

Send CVd  to:V
OlmstedMedical Center
Administration/Clinician

Recruitment
102 Elton Hills Drive NW

Rochester, MN 55901
email: egarcia@olmmed.org

Phone: 507.529.6610
Fax: 507.529.6622

Opportunities available
in the following specialty:

Adult Psychiatry
Child Psychiatry

Southeast Clinic

Dermatology
Southeast Clinic

Family Medicine
Chatfieldfi  Clinic

PineP  Island Clinic
inviewPlainv Clinic

Hospitalistospita
Rochesester ospital Hos

Internal MedicineMed
SoutheSoutheast nic Clin

Sleep Medicine Medi
Rochester Hospital Ho

SportsSports MedicineMedi
Orthopedic Surgeon

Southeast Clinic

www.olmstedmedicalcenter.org

Olmsted Medical Center, a 

150-clinician multi-specialty 

clinic with 10 outlying branch 

clinics and a 61 bed hospital, 

continues to experience 

signifi cant growth. 

Olmsted Medical Center 

provides an excellent 

opportunity to practice quality 

medicine in a family oriented 

atmosphere.

The Rochester community 

provides numerous cultural, 

educational, and recreational 

opportunities.

Olmsted Medical Center 

offers a competitive salary and 

comprehensive 

benefi t package.

Practice  Live well
in Minnesota’s lakes country

Current physician opportunities:
Dermatology  ER Physician  Family Medicine
Medical Oncologist Orthopedic Surgeon  
Pediatrician Urology NP/PA 

Lake Region Healthcare is located in a a
picturesque, rural, and yfamily-friendly
setting in Minnesota’s lakes country. We W
aim to be the area’s preeminent onalregio
healthcare partner.

We are the largest multi-specialty dicalme
group in west central Minnesota; our
award-winning patient care sets us part ap
from other regional health care ps. group

For more information, contact
Barb Miller, Physician Recruiter
bjmiller@lrhc.org  (218) 736-8227

An equal opportunity employer
www.lrhc.org
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Urgent Care

Wee have part-time and on-ccall
possitions available at a varieety
of TTwin Cities’ metro area
HeealthPartners Clinics. We will be
oppening a new Urgent Caree clinic
inn Hugo, MN in the spring oof 2013!
EEvening and weekend shiftts are
currently available. We arre seeking
BC/BE full-range family mmedicine
and internal medicine pepediatric
(Med-Peds) physiciansns. We
offer a competitive saalary and
paid malpractice.

For considerationon, apply online at
healthpartnerrs.jobs and follow the
Search Physiysician Careers link to view
our Urgengent Care opportunities. For
moree i information, please contact
diadiane.m.collins@healthpartners.com
or call Diane at: 952-883-5453;
toll-free: 1-800-472-4695 x3. EOOEE

hea l thpa r tne r s . com

VA Health Care System
in

South Dakota and North Dakota
WWWWoWoWoWWWoW rking with dd andndndnd fordd  America’sr  Veterans is a privilege and wed  ppride ourselves oonnn

thththee quality ofy  ccaarararef we  provide. In return for yourr  commitmentr  tot  qquality healthy  carreee
for ourr s natatttioioion’sr  Veterans, the VA offers an incomparable benefifitsfifi  package.

TThe VAHCS is ccurrently recruiting for the following healthcare positionns in the followinngg

Sioux Falls VA HCS, SD
Urologist

Psychiatrist

Cardiologist

Hospitalist

Physiatrist

Physiccciaian (Primary Care)e)

Siouxxx F alls VA HCSA

(605))) 3 3 33-6858

www.siouxfxfx alls.va.govg

Fargo VA HCS, ND
PPsychiatrist

Hospitalist

FFamily Practice

InInternal Medicineee

Fargo VA HHCCCSA

(701) 239-3700000 x2353

ggg ggggggwww.farggooo.va.govggg g

Black Hills VA HCS, SD
Psychiatrist

Hospitalist

General Surgeon

Physician (Primary Care)

Urologist

Podiatrist

Black Hillsk  VA HCSA

(605) 720-7487

wwwww.blblacackhillsls.v.vaa.gogovg

Appliiccaants cann aaappply online at www.USAJOBS.gov

Join the 100+ physician, multi-
specialty group practice in the 
picturesque, resort community 
of Bemidji, Minnesota. 

Currently Seeking BC/BE physicians in 
the following specialties:

 cocoommpemm nsatiotion
andandanddandandnddnandn cocococo coo c mprmprmprmprprprmprprm reheeeheeheheeheeeheeeheh nnsisinssivveveveve beebe bbbebeenefifinefinefitstststs..fififi
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Practice where you
Play

Criitictiticall Ca Caarerre
MedMedMMe iciineen
DerDereree matmatm oloologygy
EmeEmergergeencyncyncyncy
MedMediiciicicicc nnnene
ENTENTENENT
FamFamilyy MeMe MM dicd inee
FamFamFamilyily MeMeedicdicineiinei
BBagleyleyey, MNNMM
Fammmmmmilyilyi yilily MeMe MeM dicdicd ineine
WaWaWallWalk-Ik-Innn CCClClClC ininiinicc
HoHoHoHospititaalialiaaal sststts
InIntternner aalal MeMe M dicicccinineinin
MedMedMedMediicaicacall On Oncolcololc logy

NeuNeuroroolllloogygyogyo
OccOcccupaupaupattitionalalalal
MedMedMeddiciici neene
OphOphOphOphthahaallmomolm logogyy
OptOOptOptomemomeo tritrists
OrtOOO hoopopopedddied ccc
SuSurSurgergeerge yyyy
PM&M&RR
Paiainn M Maanagagagagememee nnnntntnntntnnttnn
PedPediatia rics
PulPulmonm oloogygy
RheRheumaaaumattollogyy
Urorologlogglogyyyyyy
VVaVasasV cuculcuc arrr SuSu rrrggeeryryyyyyyyy
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You knew immediately by her name
that she was from another era. Along
with the likes of Verna, MayBelle,

Verona and Alvena May, her name has
slipped into the memory banks of history.
Height well under 5 feet, shockingly white 
short hair, weight less than 90 pounds, and
Coke-bottle glasses describe her physical
appearance; but it is her spirit that I re-
member best. She was so comfortable with
who she was. She didn’t need to pretend 
about anything. We sat in her hospital
room on what turned out to be the last 
night of her life reminiscing about Stillwa-
ter—particularly about the hospital and
the old-time doctors.

DollyBelle was born in the original 
Lakeview Hospital when it, along with
a nursing residence, was located on the 
banks of Lily Lake. She lived just down the
shoreline. She remembered being 16 years
old at a time when cars were a novelty, 
refrigeration was a remarkable inven-
tion, and when the life of a teen revolved
around the hard work needed to keep the
farm going and the crystal radio set that
connected her with the outside world. On
clear Saturday nights she could get stations
from as far away as Iowa. She remembered
sleepovers with her best friends; they cud-
dled together on the porch under candle-
light listening to the likes of The Shadow—
“Who knows what evil lurks within the 
hearts of men—The shadow knows.” On 
Sundays, you rested because you had no
other choice—everything was closed. 
DollyBelle read, and she read, and she
read. Life was simpler, slower, but it was 
not easier.

DollyBelle laughed as she described one
late summer evening. She was sleeping 

DollyBelle
A patient’s final gift.

BY CHARLES BRANSFORD, M.D.

on the porch because of the heat
listening to the sounds of crickets, 
bullfrogs and whip-poor-wills
along with the gentle lapping of 
waves along the lake’s shore when 
she was startled by a young wom-
an’s screams. Initially, she thought
someone was being murdered; she 
quickly realized it was a woman
in labor. With no air condition-
ing, the hospital had no choice but 
to keep its windows open on hot summer 
nights. The screams continued until Dr.
Henry VonMeyer arrived.

DollyBelle said Dr. VonMeyer had a
powerful presence. Known for his beauti-
ful singing voice, he would “hypnotize”
his laboring patients and they would have 
no memory of the pain of labor. He also
did “sleep therapy.” He would hospitalize 
an exhausted or depressed patient and put 
him or her to sleep for several days with
morphine and hyosine, before waking him 
up refreshed and cured.

That night, Dr. VonMeyer’s operatic aria
drowned out the young woman’s screams. 
Then, after a sudden quiet, Dolly heard the 
distinct slap of a hand on the baby’s butt
followed by a reassuring cry. She remem-
bered falling asleep with a sense of peace 
and waking up the following morning with 
the resolve that she would not get pregnant
until she was good and ready! Birth con-
trol at its best.

I had met DollyBelle 10 years earlier. I
was working in the ER when she presented
with her first heart attack. She had no risk 
factors—she was female, she exercised
vigorously, her weight was normal and she 
was a nonsmoker. I was surprised and very 
worried as she had a large anterior MI. But
she didn’t seem worried. She had no fear of 

death. I remember her telling me, “Young 
man, I haven’t a care in the world. I know 
that my Lord will take care of me, and if 
it’s time for me to go then, so be it. It’s OK 
to do everything you can for me, but don’t 
think about any special machines or venti-
lators for me, I don’t need them.” 

DollyBelle was so certain and com-
posed. All that mattered, she told me, 
was being able to continue her work as a 
deacon, bringing communion and comfort 
to the “shut-ins” in her church. They were 
her flock, and life was worth living only if 
she could find a way to continue minister-
ing to them.

DollyBelle survived that heart attack 
and a second one and lived 10 more years, 
serving as a deacon until one last heart 
attack brought her to our hospital. My 
final evening with her would never have 
happened if, by chance, I hadn’t noticed 
her chart while waiting impatiently for lab 
results on another case. My surly mood 
turned joyful in her presence. 

Good things can happen anytime, any-
where. They are usually gifts that we never 
could have expected. Having an open heart 
and open mind often lead us to joy. That 
night, they led me to DollyBelle. MM

Charles Bransford is an internal medicine 
physician with Stillwater Medical Group.



And power to your practice.

Take fi ve and fi nd out how MMIC Health IT can 

help you use technology to make better practice 

decisions and deliver higher-quality health care.

Join the Peace of Mind movement 

at PeaceofMindMovement.com.  

Visit MMICHealthIT.com to learn more.



Referring your patients 
shouldn’t test your patience.

With the new mobile 
site from UMPhysicians, 
referring your patients has 
never been faster or easier.

Gain direct access to:

Clinicians

Referral coordinators  
who can help you  
admit a patient

Directory of services,  
conditions treated,  
and locations

Wherever. Whenever.
Easy access to  
UMPhysicians is here.

AccessUMP.org


